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Students work on natural healthy 
soil and grow over 100 varieties 
of plants 
Instructors: permaculture experts Mr 
Yan Xiaohui and Ms Jin Peiyun 
The team helped improve the 
Mini Garden of Tuen Mun Hospi-
tal
The team paid visits to a partner: 






Cultural Studies Department, Lingnan University
Lingnan Gardeners project, Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme, Lingnan University
Office of Service Learning, Lingnan University
An organic vegetable garden/orchard started on campus on 22 September 2014. Over 100 varieties of 
herbs, vegetables, grains, fruits and trees have been grown. 175 students from 9 cohorts have prac-
ticed the experiential learning approach: nurturing the soil and understanding the conditions for 
different varieties of plants to grow; experiencing weather extremities such as the onslaught of 
Typhoon Mangkhut; learning food processing and preparing monthly lunch gatherings open to all on 
campus; taking up carpentry to make farm tools; visiting local farms in Hong Kong; and relating the 
predicaments of agriculture to issues of urbanization, energy, food safety and food sovereignty. 
The team works with partners, such as assisting the Tuen Mun Hospital on its Mini Garden, and orga-
nizing exchange visits to the Little Donkey Farm in Beijing. Since 2017, with support from the Jockey 
Club "We Care, We Serve & We Learn @ Tuen Mun" Programme, 15 elderly volunteers worked with 
students, resulting in enhanced inter-generational harmony and extended farming networks.
 
Lingnan Gardeners has organized video-recorded monthly seminars and published a bilingual news-
letter, all uploaded to Lingnan University library website for public access. 
The project has been visible on campus, and received much media attention in and outside Hong 
Kong. Exchange visits have been made with farming communities and universities in mainland China, 
Taiwan, Thailand, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru, Switzerland, UK and Canada. The project contributes to 
the endeavours of the Lingnan University towards a transition campus, building local resilience 
against global warming and food insecurity.
Project coordinators :
Professor Lau Kin Chi 
teaches Cultural Studies 
at Lingnan University. 
Ms Au Yeung Lai Seung 
coordinates the Lingnan 
Gardeners project.
Ms Joy Lam coordinates 
Service-Learning proj-
ects in Lingnan Univer-
sity
Ms Chloe Siu manages 
the Jockey Club pro-
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Education as Cultivation 
Tejaswini Niranjana  
Head, Department of Cultural Studies 
Director, Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme 
I am delighted to hear that Volume 2 of Strolling the Lingnan Garden, a compilation 
of newsletters from this exemplary sustainability project, is ready for publication. 
Lingnan Gardeners, under the able guidance of my colleague Lau Kin Chi, assisted 
by her team of hard-working assistants, has brought to our University a unique 
idea of education as 'cultivation'. Whenever we are walking on campus from one 
concrete building to another, we are gladdened by the sight of unusual herbs and 
vegetable plants peeking out from unexpected corners. Even more gladdening is 
the sight of our students watering the plants or digging the soil. The Lingnan 
Gardeners collaboration with elders from the community has also been an 
important part of public engagement of the Cultural Studies Department as well 
as the Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme. 
I hope the Lingnan Gardeners is able to gain more visibility for its unique efforts, 



















Alternatives for the Future 
  -- Nurturing the Soil, Nurturing the Roots 
Lau Kin Chi 
On 22 September 2014, the Lingnan Gardeners project was initiated. On 25 
November 2014, the Lingnan Gardeners project was officially launched. The project 
is hosted by the Culture and Sustainable Livelihood Cluster (CSLC) under the Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development (KFCRD) Programme, and supported by 
the Cultural Studies Department and various partners. 
Sister Projects 
The Lingnan Gardeners project is a project alongside several sister projects for 
sustainability under CSLC. The origin of CSLC was KFCRD participating in the 
nomination of “1000 Women for the Nobel Peace Prize 2005”, a global project based 
in Switzerland, and partially funded by the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of Switzerland. The 1000 PeaceWomen project continued after 2005 
with two core themes: war and conflict resolution, and ecology and livelihood. 
KFCRD has served as the East Asia Secretariat of the PeaceWomen Across the Globe 
(PWAG) Association (www.1000peacewomen.org). As member of the PWAG 
International Board and director of its East Asia Secretariat, I have been in charge of 
the project on ecology and livelihood, promoting this theme globally, running 
projects related to sustainability in Latin America, Asia and Africa.  
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The CSLC has since then launched several PWAG projects, including: making over 10 
documentary films on the work on ecology and livelihood by peacewomen in Greater 
China; producing the book The Colours of Peace (China Compilation and Translation 
Press, 2007, 1093 pages); staging PWAG exhibitions in Hong Kong, mainland China, 
Taiwan, Japan, South Korea and Mongolia; facilitating exchange visits among 
peacewomen from China, Switzerland, UK, USA, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Japan, 
South Korea, Thailand, India, Philippines, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru, and Bolivia; 
operating a platform in Beijing (www.weibo.com/peacewomen); and documenting 
stories of women making peace (www.wikipeacewomen.org).  
The First South-South Forum on Sustainability (SSFS) was held in Lingnan 
University in December 2011, co-organized by KFCRD and Cultural Studies 
Department with institutes from Renmin University of China, Peking University, and 
Tsinghua University. Over the years, six SSFSs have been organized, and it has 
become an annual event in Lingnan University since 2016. Over 1000 scholars and 
practitioners from Hong Kong, mainland China, and dozens of countries from around 
the world have participated. KFCRD played a major role in editing the first two SSFS 
proceedings Sustainability and Rural Reconstruction (China Agricultural University 
Press, 2015, 598 pages), and has edited all the SSFS videoed proceedings for public 
access (https://commons.ln.edu.hk/southsouthforum). 
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Another sister project is a Comparative Study of Seven Emerging Countries, since 
2011, co-organized with UNDP, Renmin University of China, and research teams 
from China, India, Indonesia, South Africa, Turkey, Brazil and Venezuela. The Global 
University for Sustainability, a forum and network for consolidation of the 
connections and promotion of research starting with the two SSFSs, was officially 
launched in March 2015 at Tunis, at the World Social Forum (www.our-global-u.org). 
The Global University for Sustainability has worked closely with KFCRD in 
organizing the SSFSs.  
Thus, the concern for issues of sustainability, peace, culture, ecology and livelihood 
has continued for over 16 years, and well supported over the years by the Presidents 
of the University – Prof. Edward Chen, Prof. Chan Yuk Shee, and Prof. Leonard Cheng.  
Developing the Lingnan Garden  
The granting of some sites on campus for a demonstrative organic vegetable garden 
enabled the Lingnan Gardeners project to take off in September 2014. The sites 
granted by the Presidential Group for Phase One of the Lingnan Gardeners project 
were the three open-space areas between the four academic buildings in the main 
campus, which were named Paradise Lot, Wonderland, and Fragrant Garden. In 
Phase Two, more sites were granted: the two sides of the Wing On Plaza, and the 
southern side of HSH Building.  
Highly visible, the vegetable and herbal gardens attract curious students, staff and 
visitors. According to security guards, on Sundays when buses bring dozens or even 
hundreds of local visitors to the Lingnan University campus, the vegetable and 
herbal gardens are very popular sites. To promote knowledge and interest, 
informative placards have been put to explain the names and attributes of the plants, 
and even recipes are offered. We have over 30 nationalities of guests visiting the 
Lingnan Garden, amazed at the flowers and fruits on campus. The Lingnan 
Gardeners project “Developing a vegetable garden/orchard in the Lingnan 
University campus” was invited several times to present itself: at a poster exhibition 
at the CUHK Teaching and Learning Innovation Expo 2017 at the CUHK on 7 Dec 
2017; at the Excellent Teachers on Teaching Excellence Symposium 2017 at the 
Polytechnic University of Hong Kong on 11 Dec 2017; and at a poster exhibition at 
the 2018 Institute on General Education cum Teacher and Student Conference, 
Chinese University of Hong Kong on 4-5 December 2018. 
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Over 100 varieties of plants have been grown on the campus sites. They include 
grains (wheat, sorghum, rice, corn, potato, sweet potato), fruits (papaya, dragon fruit, 
guava, fig, vine, passion fruit, lemon, banana, loquat), and all sorts of leaf vegetables 
and herbs. Due to the limited space, only small quantities of each variety are grown 
to serve the purpose of demonstrating which plants may thrive in Hong Kong, how 
their life cycle looks like, what care they require, and how they are affected by 
climate extremities which are now affecting all farmers in the world. We also make 
an effort in promoting medicinal plants such as seba snake grass, aloe vera, 
madeiravine, roselle, moringa, neem, dendrobium, sandalwood…  Cancer patients 
from the Cancer Fund Association come to take some plants to grow at home for 
treatment, and a small seed bank has been set up to give away seeds to community 
centres such as the farming group of Yan Oi Tong in Tuen Mun. Over 200 students 
have taken service-learning courses to do their farming practicum at the Lingnan 
Garden, and occasional farming classes have been offered on the request of the 
Community College, the Elders Academy, the Hong Kong Academy for Gifted 
Education, and some secondary schools and community centres. Over 120 staff, 
students, alumni and their families and friends have joined the Lingnan Gardeners 
Club and engaged in activities of farming, food processing, and learning. Since the 
idea of the project is a pedagogical one with experiential learning as a component, 
seminars on soil, food, agriculture, climate change, and political economy have been 
held, all video-recorded and uploaded to the KFCRD website.    
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As the farming sites belong to the common for the benefit of all Lingnanians, the 
produce is shared by all who care to come along. Through emails, whatsapp 
messages and the Lingnan Gardeners newsletter, harvesting and food sharing 
activities are announced. Members and non-members of Lingnan Gardeners Club 
are welcome to the activities. Vegetable baskets have been presented to annual 
Christmas staff lunch for lucky draw, organic vegetables have been given to security 
guards and cleaners to express our appreciation for their quiet contribution to the 
university, and vegetables have been sent to old people’s homes in Tuen Mun on 
festival days. From engaging in soil nurturing and organic farming, we have also 
moved towards related health activities, such as classes on home-made bread, 
mooncakes, royal icing cookies, or on the processing of chili XO sauce, roselle jam, 
lemon marmalade, etc., hence relating healthy food to healthy lifestyle. Classes on 
taichi have been offered every week during all these years.  
 
Nurturing the Soil and the Roots 
The Lingnan Gardeners project is an attempt to deal with different aspects of the 
issue of sustainability. To reverse the urban, developmentalist bias, we stress the 
need to go back to some of the fundamentals of life – soil and water. In the service 
learning and farming activities organized by Lingnan Gardeners, the importance of 
soil is emphasized, as is underlined in the book The Soil Will Save Us which draws 
from visions of scientists and farmers. Soil brimming with life not only gives us 
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healthy plants and animals, vital to the health of humans, it also begets and 
nourishes forms of life that nourish the soil in return. Thus it is important for us to 
learn from the soil how we are held together in communities and societies in 
sustainable ways of being. In this connection, we stress the importance of the 
production of knowledge through practices that are informed and enlightened by 
ideas that open up horizons for us and enhance and intensify intimate ways of 
relating to the soil and to one another.  
 
There is also the need to give attention to food. GMO food or mass produced 
“industrialized” food are problematic. Even with organic food which is becoming 
trendy, it is generally the practice to buy from supermarkets. There is little 
consideration of how food is produced and prepared, and little attention to 
preservatives, additives, flavouring and all sorts of chemicals in the ingredients. 
It is through cultivating our capacity to relate to soil, water and food that we learn to 
see the connections of today’s problems with the history of development, 
modernization, and the politics of food, land and water. We also learn to relate much 
better to topics such as climate change, speculative pricing of food in the futures 
market, contamination of water and soil after nuclear power plant accidents, health 
issues with our consumption patterns, etc. Alternative ways of thinking and 
practicing can be explored in a relatively pragmatic way, rather than jumping to 
sweeping conclusions about “solutions”, or becoming cynical about their lack.        
Hence, the Lingnan Gardeners project encourages participants to learn about soil, 
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seeds, and different cycles of growth, and harvest and process the food, so that we 
can see that sustainable economy is an issue that the world should consider, but it 
can be tackled in our own locality. The project has sought to promote a sense of 
belonging to the university through the gardeners relating with respect to each other 
and with respect for nature. It goes for a lifestyle of harmony and patience, and for 
self-sufficiency and reduced reliance on commodified culture and wasteful energy. 
Thus, literally and metaphorically, nurturing the soil which conditions and gives life, 
and nurturing the roots of both plants and humans. There are so many moments of 
simple joy: when we see butterflies, bees and dragonflies, once rare guests, now 
frequenting the Lingnan Garden; when we hold a handful of beans or a bunch of 
bananas harvested from our land; when the red amaranth is given a chance for a fully 
lived life and grows to three metres tall, bearing seeds for numerous offspring; when 
we sit with a pot of roselle tea at the Wonderland, and watch children marvel at the 
blossoms and fruits…  
 
Acknowledgements 
Thanks to the Presidential Group granting more sites for the project, Phase Two 
started in January 2016, allowing possibilities of experimenting with more 
sustainable ways of agriculture in Hong Kong, and with better ways of connecting 
people to nature. There is still a lot to be learnt, and a lot to be appreciated. 
Volume 1 of Strolling the Lingnan Garden documented Phase One of the Lingnan 
Gardeners project, from September 2014 till December 2015, with 13 issues of 
Lingnan Gardeners Newsletter collected, giving some sense of what was happening 
month by month, in words and pictures. Included were also related articles on the 
project – academic interviews, reflections on exchange visits, thoughts after 
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gardening, as well as information about our partners. Volume 2 here is a collection 
of 33 issues of Lingnan Gardeners Newsletter, from January 2016 to December 2019.  
This project is a collective Lingnanian endeavour. The President, the Presidential 
Group, and colleagues from various departments (PO, HRO, CO, CO-FMD, SSC, OSL, 
ITSC, OCPA, OIAAA, TLC, and others) have generously given their support. It received 
some funding support from the Teaching Development Grant 2014-15, and UGC one-
off funding 2015-17. It has been sustained from the beginning and especially in the 
last three years by private donations of colleagues and friends. Colleagues from the 
Cultural Studies Department and KFCRD have offered their immense moral, material 
and administrative support.  
Last but not least, the project could not have taken off or sustained had there not 
been a dedicated team with members contributing in various ways: coordinator 
Auyeung Lai Seung; farming experts Yan Tianran, Yan Xiaohui and Jin Peiyun; 
Josephine Tsui, Cathy Tong, George Lee, Alice Chow, Tingting Pan, Kelven Cheung, 
Erebus Wong, Jade Sit, Edward Lai, Chi Keung Lau, Jenny Cheung, Kit Mui Leung, Wai 
Lan Chan, Tungyi Kho, and many unnamed volunteers who have helped with the 
logistics of design, writing, translation, video recording, editing, website 
maintenance, purchase, transportation, cooking, and everyday caring of the Lingnan 
Garden.  
Let us Lingnan Gardeners, students, staff, alumni and families nurture the soil and 
the roots with our heart and mind, colour the campus with our laughter and joy, and 





 ——培土培根 樹木樹人 
劉健芝
















































彩園種植項目多次獲邀參加教學展覽：2017 年 12 月 7 日香港中文大學舉辦
的“2017 教學創新展”；2017 年 12 月 11 日在香港理工大學舉辦的“2017 優秀教




























































感謝校方支持，給出更多種植區，2016 年 1 月彩園專案第二期開展，為香港
的農業可持續發展和探求人與自然更深層關係的實踐，提供了更多可能性。我們
需要繼續學習，繼續領會。 
《涓流彩園錄第一卷》，是嶺南彩園項目從 2014 年 9 月至 2015 年 12 月第
一期活動的總結，收集了 13 期《嶺南彩園通訊》，記錄每月的活動和留影，還收
錄了一些與項目相關的文章，有學術訪談、交流回顧、參與者感言、夥伴機構介
紹。本結集《涓流彩園錄第二卷》，收集了從 2016 年 1 月至 2019 年 12 月的 33
期《嶺南彩園通訊》。 
嶺南彩園是嶺南人的集體工程。校長室與各部門(PO, HRO, CO, CO-FMD, SSC, 
OSL, ITSC, OCPA, OIAAA, TLC,等)給予了莫大支持。感謝嶺南教學發展基金（2014-
2015 年度）、資教會一次性資金（2015-2017 年度）的撥款，支持項目在 2017
年之前的大概一半開支。過去三年，項目依賴同事和朋友慷慨的個人捐贈。特別










Follow the Laws of Nature, Nourish Reciprocity 
Au Yeung Lai Seung 
 
Lingnan Gardeners has entered its sixth year since its launch in September 2014. 
Over a hundred variety of plants have been grown, bearing blossoms and fruits, at 
the Lingnan University campus. 
The law of nature is “spring comes after winter”. After the cold winter, with the first 
thunder of spring, everything came to life, the seeds germinated, and spring showed 
its face.    
Blessed by nature, interspersing the campus buildings, we can find such wonders: 
honeysuckle plants for detoxification and heat-clearing, loquat for lung nourishing, 
perilla and wormwood for treating colds; rhizome plants such as sweet potato, taro, 
yam, and potato; banana, grapefruit, peach, papaya and lemon yield delicious fruits; 
basil, rosemary, mint, sweet basil and perilla herbs add flavor to dishes; and seasonal 
vegetables. The campus space offers the chance for diverse organic plants to be 
grown, as well as for students to practice campus farming.  
When students started to join the farming course, they initially thought farming was 
a simple and easy job. After tilling, weeding, planting, fertilizing and watering, they 
recognized that farming work was by no means simple; it is in fact profound 
knowledge for deliberation and reflection.  
Experiencing practical farming work, students realized that farmers have to take 
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care of plants under a hard life of sunshine and rain. Due to global warming, plants 
face adverse conditions and must survive under the unpredictable weather. “How 
much hard work, how much harvest". Students have come to realize that food cannot 
be taken for granted. Only when there is the combined effort by "heaven" and 
"humans" can plants grow. Students have also come to see that after the plants were 
wrecked by the storm, with warm sunlight and rain, little buds managed to grab on 
to some soil, and could burst out of the soil and grow with strength. The growth of 
plants is a symbol of wisdom, revealing the sustainability of life. 
 
With harvests at Lingnan Garden, food sharing parties had been held, open to the 
public. Students, seniors and friends brought home-made food, students harvested 
Lingnan’s organic vegetables to cook on the spot, and all shared the fruits of labor, 
the delicious gourmet, the happy chats. Hence, the feeling of "needs" in life is nothing 
more than satisfying the appetite and the soul. When the body and soul are satisfied, 
the feeling of fulfilment in life is there, and the feeling of happiness comes with ease 
and simplicity. Perhaps, only those who have sweated can understand the sense of 
happiness. Besides food sharing parties, Lingnan Gardeners also organized many 
activities such as food production classes, holiday farming courses, public lectures, 
book launches, exhibitions, concerts, guided tours, and collaborative courses with 
other universities. All the activities are highly appreciated. 
During these times of coronavirus, one should reflect on the impact of human 
activities on nature. Human pursuit of “high-quality” material life, expending time, 
space, nature and energy resources, has destroyed the laws of nature and forgotten 
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that the earth is a common space for the survival of diverse species, with humans 
locked in intimate relations with other creatures, and with the natural environment. 
While humans do not cherish resources, and relentlessly consume energy, nature 
has revenged in unpredictable ways. We must have critical thinking about the causes 
and unfolding of the coronavirus outbreak.  
Hopefully, Lingnan Gardeners will continue to be an open space in the vastness of 
nature, follow the laws of nature, work hand in hand with everyone, mutually 
helping each other, and encouraging and creating a harmonious and happy platform 



















































Sustainability of Agricultural Practices 
Jin Peiyun, Yan Xiaohui 
 
Along with the beginning of a new year, the crisis of coronavirus set in like a tidal 
wave, sweeping through its way, disrupting ways of life and social relations, creating 
conditions for the centralizing of power in the control of everyday life. This is by no 
means a relapse of the power of the market over people’s lives. The threat of scarcity 
rushing whole population with a campaign of competing with one another in 
attempts to secure as much as possible whatever merchandise available in the 
market testifies to the hold of the market over one’s existence. Stuffs such as toilet 
paper, face mask, antiseptic and food are particularly targeted. One aged European 
even commented that even during the Second World War, such phenomenon did not 
occur. People now seem to have lost their senses in the face of disaster. Clearly this 
has something to do with globalization along the relentless extent of urbanization, 
people are increasingly alienated from the soil upon which they live and upon which 
their existence depends. Nowadays people’s lives are so deeply implicated in the 
processes of globalization that their existence cannot but depend on products and 
division of labour prejudiced by global systems which in fact underlies the crisis of 
climatic change and the crisis affecting agriculture and food production. 
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While people allow themselves to be seized by panic as the pandemic strikes, large 
areas of Africa are affected by a plague of locusts, leaving people desperate with 
nowhere to turn to. The threat of famine caused by a swamp of locusts is rather 
different from the sense of insecurity induced by a temporary disruption of the 
systems of supply. The destruction of plants and crops by locusts is a destruction of 
supply at the root, and hunger and death are the immediate and lasting consequence. 
However in our over reaction as city folks to seeming situation of scarcity that we 
ourselves as consumers are partly responsible for, a certain truth that links us to 
situation of destruction at the root of production begins to show itself: we are hurt 
at the level of our capacity to supply for ourselves, whether it is the deprivation of 
the products we produce, as in the case of the locusts, or in the capitalist system of 
production, or the deprivation of our capacity to produce for ourselves as we are 
made to depend on the market for our existence and survival. This is one of the 
insights that drive us to take up the Lingnan Gardeners project by creating time and 
space out of situations that at first glance seem to be unfavorable to such attempts. 
At the moment, we are able to use five plots with different proportions of soil, and 
grow over a hundred varieties of vegetables and medicinal herbs. 
When the things we grow are ripe, we offer them to colleagues and volunteers who 
tend to them continually during the course of their growth. We also offer our harvest 
to the elderly residing in nursing homes. The fruits and crops we gather in a harvest 
shine with a dazzling display of colours, and immersed in the arresting sight we 
seem to see our laboring colleagues and volunteers diligently tending to the plots of 
Lingnan Garden. Farming is indeed an arduous activity, fortunately all participants 
have come to share a common satisfying feeling of hardship and joy. Certainly good 
food is a joyous thing, but more than that, it is the participation in the growing and 
reaping process that creates a space for holding well meaning expectation and 
bathing in joy. 
 
Lingnan Gardeners’ programmes and teaching and learning activities are usually 
organized around our concern for matters of food safety, food crisis and climate 
change, paying particular attention to reflecting upon ways of thinking, ways of 
seeing and ways of doing in efforts to revert the dire situations we are now facing. 
As a platform for face to face interactive relations among persons involved, it 
contributes to building intimate relations between soil and farming practitioners, 
scholars and students, older generation and younger generation, community and 
institutions of higher learning. Moreover, it also carries impact to situations, 
occurring now and in the future. It points to the crux of considerations of how we as 
humans live our lives, with the insistence that disregarding the seemingly boundless 
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expansion of today’s material reality and desires geared towards such development, 
life can only be enhanced and enriched through nourishment, through relations that 
make possible the nourishment of one another among human beings and between 
humans and nature. One central area of learning with regard to this concern is how 
we produce and share food, how we care about one another and the sustaining 
elements required by such practices and thinking.  
Lingnan Gardeners is now into the sixth year of its experience, repeatedly engaging 
in farming activities. Sometimes it seems the day in day out rhythm has a 
hypnotizing effect, leaving you in a state of oblivion of the wok we have done. 
However, the mind may sometimes be forgetful, but not the Lingnan Gardeners 
Newsletters. Here is recorded familiar pictures and words, a strong reminder of 
what we have experienced together in our farming activities, DIY efforts, sharing of 
food, and attending classes. How can these beautiful moments be sent to oblivion? 
And we are already expecting the next six years to come, the wonderful things that 
will happen in our collaborating efforts to create a common space of nourishment. 
We hope you can find in this book scenes dear to you, stories that intrigue you, and 
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 Newsletter No.14    
Have you prepared your warm clothes? Slight Cold, the 23rd solar term, has 
come and the temperature during this period is the lowest during the year. In spite 
of the heat from the sun, more heat in the deep soil is lost.
F rom the  per spec t i ve  of 
regimen, we should take hot 
food to provide energy to our 
body and survive the winter. 
Pe p p e r,  S i c h u a n  p e p p e r, 
glutinous rice, papaya and lamb 
are recommended. Of course, 
spicy hot pot and braised lamb 
are good choices in this period.
Ms. Au Yeung Lai Seung teaches us Tai Chi and knowledge about regimen 
every week. If you are interested in this and want to join us, please send us email 
at ln.gardeners@gmail.com or phone us at 26167671.
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Activities in December: 
As the weather got cooler, there was a big harvest of our green leafy vegetables, 
such as kale, parsley, celery, radish. About 10 kinds of vegetables matured at the same 
time. These vegetables were not only shared with the staff of Lingnan University and the 
members of Lingnan Gardeners, but also the cleaners who always give us useful advice 
on farming in Lingnan Garden and the security guards who always ensure the safety of 
our campus. Their help is a great support for our Garden.
We have started to reach 
out and promote medicinal 
plants that we grow in our 
Lingnan Garden. 
O n  2 1  D e c e m b e r,  w e 
presented Madeira vine, 
lettuce and Malabar spinach 
from our garden to the 
elderly from the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church Socia l 
Service – Hong Kong Shan 
King Care & Attention Home 
for The Elderly. 
We received a Thankyou letter from them and they were interested in Madeira vines 
and other vegetables with medical value. We will teach them how to grow these at their 
centre.
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For the elderly, farming can enrich their life. How about for the young people? On 11 
December, students from Sun Yat-Sen University visited Lingnan University. In order to let 
the student know more about the history and the current situation of farming in Hong 
Kong, Mr. Yan Xiaohui told them the history of Lingnan Garden and the meaning of 
farming, and exchanged opinions with them.
Two hot pots, several kinds of vegetables from our garden, about 10 kinds of food 
brought by the participants for sharing, that was the over 20 participants enjoying a 
hot pot party on 17 December. On the afternoon of 17 December, the participants not 
only shared the food with each other, but also chatted and exchanged views. With these 
activities, Lingnan Garden is not just an experimental vegetable garden which practices 
the principles of transition campus, but also a community, sharing the commons.
If you missed this event, please 




On 18 December, Yan 
O i  To n g  d i s c u s s e d 
farming work with us 
and visited the garden. 
They appreciated our 
project and hoped for 
c lo se  co l l abora t ion 
i n  t h e  f u t u r e .  W e 
presented them with a 
gift of different kinds 
of seeds from our seed 
bank.
23 December was the 
annual Christmas party 
for the staff of Lingnan 
Un ive r s i t y.  L ingnan 
Gardeners prepared 
three baskets of organic 
vegetables from our 
garden as prizes for the 
grand lucky draw.
O n  2 7  D e c e m b e r, 
d e s p i t e  s e v e r a l 
consecut ive  days  of 
clouds and light rain, our 
gardeners came on time 
to harvest vegetables, 
turn the soil, drink roselle 
tea, and share views on 
planting. The time was 
relaxing. The light rain 
became our friend and 
accompanied us.
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On 31 December, we introduced the project of Lingnan Gardeners to about 
thirty students from The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education. The students, 
age ranging from 12 to 16, worked in the garden, including harvesting, turning the 
soil, planting and watering. 
 Many of them never 
exper ienced farming 
b e f o r e ,  a n d  v e r y 
m u c h  e n j o y e d  t h e 
fun of farming. Frogs, 
earthworms, caterpillars 
and snails… even these 
l i t t le creatures could 
excite the students.
          Date Activities
3 December 2015  Collecting the Sabah Snake Grass for Cancer Rehabilitation Centre
10 December 2015  Harvesting Carrots and Parsley for Security and Cleaning Staff
8 to 10 December  Morning Taiji Exercise, Lingnan Gardeners and the Elderly
 Exchange from Sun Yat-sen University 
 Hot Pot Party before the Winter Solstice
 Yan Oi Tong – Introduction of Lingnan Garden
 Harvesting Ceylon Spinach, Lettuce and Anredera cordifolia for the 
 Harvesting vegetables for Lingnan Gardeners 
 Harvesting vegtables for Lingnan University Christmas Party
Harvesting vegetables, moving soil and the plants for Lingnan 









31 December  Farming Activities for Secondary School Students 
The specific activities in December：
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“ In te rna t iona l  Year  o f  So i l ”  was  a  
soi l- theme f i lm fest iva l  organized by 
Sangwoodgoon which was established during 
the Anti-High Speed Rail Movement. In 2015, 
the festival which includes film appreciation, 
discussion sessions and handicraft sharing, 
will end at the end of January 2016. Seven 
films on agricultural from five countries are 
inspiring and if you are interested in this, 
you can read the details of the film festival at 
https://www.facebook.com/swgffff/.
Since farming is a part of the ecosystem 
and the problem of environmental pollution 
is getting serious, eventually, ordinary people 
like us have to face the consequences. 
With the environmental problems in China 
aggravating, the whole countr y has to 
face the ecological crisis brought about by 
industrial development. 
Well-known Chinese scholar 
Prof. Wang Hui was interviewed 
by Prof. Lau Kin Chi who is a 
Founding Member of Global 
University for Sustainability 
and Associate Professor of the 
Department of Cultural Studies 
in Lingnan University. In the 
interview, Prof. Wang Hui talks 
about ecological problems 
in China and what has been 
done. 
Please watch the full video at https://youtu.be/AQoMQAhlKp0 (Putonghua). A 
Chinese transcription of the interview is available at the end of the Chinese version of this 
newsletter.
17 January (Sun), 10:00a.m.--12:00 noon at Lingnan Garden
Harvesting, turning the soil and moving vegetable shoots
  21 January (Thu), 17:30 p.m.--19:00p.m. at MBG06
Screening of Homeland (2014) directed by Nao Kubota (a drama set in the aftermath of 
the Fukushima nuclear crisis) 
Upcoming activities in January:
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2016 年 1 月 6 日
嶺 南 彩 園
彩園通訊  第 14 期  
     你的厚衣服準備好了麼？小寒到，氣溫就進入了最冷的日子。此時，
土壤深層的熱量漸漸消耗殆盡，雖然有陽光帶來的些許熱量，但仍是入不
敷出，出現全年最低溫度。
     從養生的角度看，小寒後應注意多食用溫熱食物補充身體熱量，抵禦
寒冷。比如辣椒、花椒、糯米、木瓜、羊肉，都是溫熱的食材。當然，麻
辣火鍋、紅燜羊肉是小寒時節對自己最好的補償。
     由彩園歐陽麗嫦老師組織的太極養生班每週都教授大家養生保健的實
用方法和技巧，你想加入嗎？郵件或電話給我們就可以。
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    老人們為此還回了一封答謝信，他們不僅對彩園的藤三七很感興趣，還希望可
以嘗試多一些有藥用的蔬菜，對我們期待很高呢。接下来，我们還會教他們種植這些
蔬菜。
    今年，彩園嘗試種植了一些有





    耕種對老人來說是豐富生活，那麼對於年輕人來說意味著什麼？ 12 月 11 日，中
山大學學生交流團來到嶺南，嚴曉輝老師給同學們詳細講述了彩園歷史和農耕意義，
並與大家進行深入的交流，使國內的同學更多的了解香港農耕的歷史與現實困境。









關 於 此 次 活 動 的 視 頻 請 點 擊：
h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=312bLKO_Ye4
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     12 月 18 日，仁愛堂與彩園就農耕的工作舉行座談會，並且參觀彩園。他們對彩
園的工作高度認可，並且希望在農耕方便有更多的合作和交流。最后，彩園將自留種
子庫中的幾種蔬菜種作為禮物送给仁愛堂。









     12 月 31 日，彩園為香港









  日  期 活      動
12 月 03 日         癌症復康會 - 贈送蔬菜 ( 憂遁草 )
12 月 10 日         嶺南大學校園保安及清潔員工 - 贈送蔬菜 ( 蘿蔔、芫茜 )
12 月 08- 10 日 太極
12 月 11 日         中山大學大學生交流團
12 月 17 日         冬至火鍋會
12 月 18 日           仁愛堂 - 導賞團
12 月 21 日          山景長者護理院 - 贈送蔬菜 ( 潺菜、生菜、藤三七 )
12 月 22 日          嶺南彩園 - 分享收成
12 月 23 日          嶺南大學聖誕節午餐會 - 贈送蔬菜
12 月 27 日   田務：收割、翻土
12 月彩園具體活動如下： 
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    今年是“國際土壤年”，源於反
高鐵而成立的生活館將以“泥土”為
主題舉辦第二屆“有種電影節”。電
影節將從 12 月延續到 1 月下旬，
內容有電影欣賞、討論會、手作分
















視 頻 鏈 接：https://youtu.be/
AQoMQAhlKp0 
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1 月 17 日 , 星期日 ,10:00am-12:00pm  收菜、翻土、移菜苗。








中文名 :  藤三七，又稱川七、藤三七、小年藥、土三七、藤七、馬德拉藤、洋落葵
英文名 :  Madeira-vine or Mignonette vine
學  名 :  Anredera cordifolia
播種期 :  春、秋兩季
收成期 :  種植三十天至四十五天便可採收，採收期大約半年，每隔十五天採收一次
原產地 :  巴西，現主要分佈在中國的雲南、四川省及台灣。
種  類 :  落葵薯






















N e w  M a p  o f  L i n g n a n 
彩園同事為仁愛堂講述的講述莧菜的
神奇
Telling the visitors from Yan Oi 
Tong about the story of amaranth 
雖然是第一次接觸農耕，但感覺真是樂趣無窮啊！
It is the first time , but it is interesting ！
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*You are always welcome to join us!*
隨時歡迎報名成為嶺南彩園農夫 !
Executive editor：Jin Peiyun, KFCRD 
執行編輯 : 靳培雲 ,群芳文化研究及發展部
Translator 翻譯 : Ellen So 蘇婉媚
Typesetter 排版﹕ Jin Peiyun 靳培雲
Tel: 26167671  Email: LN.gardeners@gmail.com
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  The Rains, the third solar term, is the period 18-20 February, in 
which, in most parts of China, the snow season is gone and the rainfall is 
increasing. In this period, everyone can really feel spring is coming.
  The phenomenon of cold wave 
always takes place in The Rains. 
Unstable weather of spring is not 
good for our health. Especially, 
the dramatic drop in temperature 
can cause high blood pressure for 
the elderly and respiratory system 
diseases for children. Thus, we 
should pay attention to change in 
weather and keep warm. 
  The main point of regimen in this 
period is about smoothing the liver. We 
should have a balanced diet to keep the qi 
of our liver in harmony and also take more 
fresh vegetables to keep our body hydrated, 
because of the change from cold weather to 
warm weather in spring and windy and dry 
weather in the season. For strengthening 
our spleen, we should take more food like 
carrot and millet.
Light Rain in Early Spring by Han Yu
Heaven Street glistens in light rain,
new green shines in the distance.
This is the best view of year,
better than the capital with willow blossom mist.
The Rains
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  Before the solar term of The Rains, in Hong Kong, the precipitation in winter 
was higher than the level normally expected. Besides, the temperatures changed 
drastically. While the temperatures in mid January were regarded as the highest 
in 131 years, in late January, the temperatures were recorded as the lowest in 59 
years. This is undoubtedly the largest temperature difference in Hong Kong’s 
history.
  At  t he  s ame  t ime ,  t h i s 
heatwave pushed the center of 
polar vortex from North Pole to 
Siberia and with multiple weather 
systems the arctic air was pushed 
towards the South ,  br ing ing 
about an extreme cold wave in 
low latitude areas and rare, low 
temperatures in some southern 
areas.
  Does this cold weather prove that global 
warming is not true? No! This means the 
beginning of the disaster brought by global 
warming, including increasing temperatures 
in North Pole, melting glaciers, rising sea 
level, and gradual reduction in areas of land. 
Drought and flood, this kind of extreme 
climate disasters, will come along with global 
warming.
   China Meteorological  Administration considered that this cold wave had to 
do with El Niño. In our Newsletter No.7, we did a detailed analysis of El Niño. In 
winter, El Niño does not come to an end, but the hot El Niño air was dragged 
towards the North Pole, leading to the unprecedented rise of temperature in 
North Pole to over 0° C. 
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  The sens ib i l i t y  of  p lants 
towards temperature changes 
goes beyond our imagination. 
In early January, pear trees in 
L ingnan Garden sensed that 
spring was coming and they 
bloomed three months earlier 
than usual, and cabbage was also 
about to bloom. After the advent 
of the cold wave, Mexican mint 
and African leaf had withered in 
gloomy rainy days. Nevertheless, 
turnip and Madeira vine which are 
cold-hardy grew very well.
  As you walk past the garden, you will find the garden looks different. On 18 
January, a sunny day, we installed flower shelves given by our graduate Siu Man; 
the students’ experimental planting area was also made three-dimensional. To 
create more space for vines to grow and improve the sight of our garden, we 
erected wooden fences on the north side of the wooden boxes in Wonderland.
  In January 2016, 
the Presidential Group 
o f  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y 
e n d o r s e d  P h a s e 
2  of  t he  L i ngnan 
Gardeners project 
and granted more 
sites in the campus 
f o r  f a r m i n g .  We 
would like to plant 
he rba l  med i c i ne s 
on the two sides of 
W i n g  O n  S q u a re 
and display plants 
that are usually used 
a s  i ng red i en t s  of 
traditional herbal teas 
in Hong Kong.
If you have any suggestions about the herbs used 
for Hong Kong herbal teas or you have seeds of the 
medical herbs, you are welcome to send us email at 
LN.Gardeners@ln.edu.hk .
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  On 21 Januar y, we screened a 
Japanese film Homeland (2014). After 
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, 
local residents whose families have 
lived there for a few generations are 
forced to move away and thus they 
feel anxious. Some of them commit 
suicide and some are depressed and 
hopeless about their life. Jiro, the 
male protagonist, comes back to his 
hometown without hesitation and starts 
a self-sufficient life there. This brings 
the family hope again. Jiro’s elder 
brother also starts to farm in another 
place and feels hopeful again.
This movie might be quite slow-paced for some audience, but it is thought-
provoking. Thanks for coming and watching the film. You are welcome 
to recommend this film to your friends who might be interested.
    Chinese New Year is coming. We would 
like to wish you good health, happiness and all 
the best for the coming year!
Upcoming events in February：
18 February (Thu), 12:30p.m.-2:00p.m. at Lingnan Garden, Chinese New 
Year Gathering with hot pots
21 February (Sun),10:00a.m-12:00p.m.at Lingnan Garden, Farming 
Activities after CNY
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2016 年 2 月 6 日
嶺 南 彩 園
彩園通訊  第 15 期  
《初春小雨》
           [ 唐 ] 韓愈
天街小雨潤如酥，草色遙看近卻無。
最是一年春好處，絕勝煙柳滿皇都。











    早在雨水節氣之前，香港冬天的降水量已經超出正常水平。不僅降水量增加了，
氣溫變化也很大。1 月中旬前的氣溫還被認為是香港有記錄 131 年來最暖的冬天，1 月
下旬的氣溫又變成香港 59 年來的最低值。毫無疑問，這也將成為香港史上溫差最大
的冬天。











































    影片的節奏慢，但內涵發人深省，感謝大家的參與，歡迎您推薦給其他有興趣的
朋友。
新年啦，彩園祝您身體健康、萬事順意、笑口常開！！





2 月 18 日 , 星期四 ,12:30am-2:00pm  彩園  過年團拜會，火鍋來分享！2 






別    稱 :  排香草、洋薄荷、藿香、印度薄荷、
左手香
學    名： Coleus amboinicus Lour
烹調 / 食用方法：
1. 與幾粒鹽巴放在嘴裡銜個幾分鐘，即可治癒咳嗽喉嚨痛與聲音沙啞。
2. 取左手香葉子汁液約 100 克，加一點蜂蜜，一天服個數次可以退燒。














種  類： 左手香，斑葉左手香，小葉左手香，
絨毛左手香












At weekend,Lingnan Garden is one of the most popular places in Lingnan 
University among visitors and our security guard set up a warning line around 
the garden for protecting our vegetables.
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 Grain  Rain                                                                            8  April   2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.17      
               Verse by Zheng Banqiao 
                                            (Qing Dynasty)
No wind, no rain, sunny and warm,
Emera ld  g reen  bamboos  s tand  w i th 
distinctive branches.
Great to have guests at cool nights,
and make a pot of Yellow Mountain tea.
Some new leaves are on rustling bamboos,
with light, horizontal strokes of mountains.
Now, at Qingming and Grain Rain
Enjoy a cup of fragrant tea.
   Grain Rain, the last solar term in spring, means sprouts need much rain water to grow. 
In this period, the temperature in south China rises rapidly and due to warm, humid air 
flows, the precipitation and humidity also increase.
   Grain Rain also marks the beginning of farmers busy with farming in a year. Although 
this rainy period is good for the growth of plants, there is still an uncertainty in climate 
change because of El Niño continuously raging. Some adjustments in agricultural 
production should be made in accordance with the actual situation.
   After Grain Rain, the precipitation and humidity will keep increasing and thus our 
regimen cannot be separated from the effects of environmental changes. Adjusting our 
inner body can help our physical body adapt to changes in the external environment, 
maintaining normal physical functions.
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  On 17 March, we held a luncheon and a hand-made dumpling workshop. This time, 
the fillings and the wrappers were hand-made. Organic celery and leek were used as the 
ingredients of the fillings. Some of them were from Lingnan Garden and some were self-
planted. Almost all the other ingredients were organic. Every participant, especially those 
from other countries and students from the service learning programme, were so happy 
to take part in the dumpling workshop. They worked seriously and smiled with satisfaction 
after their hard work in Lingnan Garden.
  We thank again Josephine who brought noodles 
and fish balls, Lai Seung who brought minced fish, 
Xiaohui who made hot sauces with peanuts, and 
Wendy who provided pineapples and bananas.
  You all are welcome to share self-made food 
and your cooking recipes with us so that not only 
can we enjoy healthy food, we also learn cooking 
methods and other life skills.
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On 20 March, on this sunny day, we had new 
helpers for harvesting and farming. Since 
some of them tasted the dumplings with 
celery fillings in the previous event, they 
wanted to take some harvested celeries and 
make dumplings at home. Delicious meals 
indeed can keep people motivated to cook.
   On 22 March, Rafael Barreto Jijon 
and Monica Cascante, engineers from 
Ecuador, visited Lingnan Garden. They 
were interested in the plants in the garden 
after listening to Lai Seung's introduction 
to them and appreciated the Lingnan 
Gardeners project. Afterwards, they 
shared with us news about their country's 
agriculture and its current economic 
   On 23 March, we had Prof. Dai Jinhua as our guest speaker for the seminar on Alejandro 
González Iñárritu's The Revenant (2015), which was organized by the Master of Cultural 
Studies Programme and co-organized by Lingnan Gardeners and Global University for 
Sustainability. Using the film as an entry point, Prof. Dai talked about the revenant of 
indigenous peoples of the Americas and of ecological environment and how to interpret 
what the future will be with the disappearing nature by reading the film plots and mise-en-
scene. If you missed the talk, please watch the full video of the event at  https://youtu.be/
jimpK5fLI6o.  The Chinese summary transcript is attached at the end of this newsletter. 
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   Now, spring is departing. Despite the death of most of the plants during the previous 
cold wave and consecutive rainy days, the plants in our garden still strive to live and grow. 
Starting from April, we will plant Chinese herbs and other plants good for our health 
on the two sides of Wing On Square and at the concrete pillars on the western side of 
Wonderland. If you are tired of looking at the computer screen, you are most welcome to 
join and help us. Thank you!
14 Apr (Thu), 12:30-14:00pm at Lingnan Garden. Luncheon after Ching Ming Festival
18 Apr (Mon), 16:30-18:00 at LKK101. Seminar of Lingnan Gardeners
Topic: Fukushima after 5 years of the Nuclear Disaster
Moderator: Ms. Au Yeung Lai Seung
Speakers: Yeung Ching Kiu, Lai Tsz Ying, and Siu Wan Ting
Lingnan University students and our colleagues visited Fukushima recently and they 
will tell us about the current situation of Fukushima. Welcome to join us!
23 Apr (Sat),10:00-12:00am  at Lingnan Garden, Farming activity
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2016 年 4 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園







     穀雨是雨生百穀，秧苗初插，需要雨水滋潤的意思，是春季最後一個節氣。此時，南方
氣溫開始快速升高，又因暖濕氣流影響，雨水增多，空氣濕度較大。
    穀雨也意味著一年農事忙碌的開始。雨水的滋潤，有利於作物順利出苗和生長。但是由
於厄爾尼諾的繼續肆虐，使今年的氣候有了更多變數。農業生產需要根據實際情況做相應的
調整。








      除此之外，Josephine 帶來了自家的麵條和魚蛋，麗嫦買了好吃的鯪魚肉，曉輝拿出了自製的花
生辣醬，Wendy 則帶了美味的菠蘿和香蕉做飯後水果。












   3 月 22 日， 來 自 厄 瓜 多 爾 的





















4 月 14 日 , 星期四  12:30-14:00pm   彩園  清明過，來場傳統的冷餐會吧！
 4 月 18 日 , 星期一  16:30-18:00pm   LKK101   彩園講座  
         題目：福島核洩漏五年之後
         主持：歐陽麗嫦 （嶺南大學 文化研究系 ）
         講者：楊菁喬、黎梓瑩、蕭蘊婷 
   彩園同事和農耕課程學生親身進入核洩漏地區，講述如今的福島   


























Impressed with this beautiful fruit
你喜歡菜心，而我喜歡“菜心花”





Making dumplings with happiness.
緊張的準備著
Intense preparations
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荷里活的還魂者 
                             ——電影、歷史與生態  （摘要） 
戴錦華 















































































































































































 Grain Buds 8 May  2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.18     
    Grain Buds, the 8th solar term, is the period when the seeds of summer crops like 
wheat become plump but not mature yet in northern China. In the south, there is another 
implication in the Chinese words of Grain Buds, xiaoman. “Man’ is to describe the surplus 
and shortage of rainwater, meaning that if the field is not full of water during Grain Buds, 
the earth will crack, leading to problems in transplanting rice seedlings during Grain in Ear.
    After Grain Buds, the 
Northern hemisphere 
enters summer and the 
temperature will be up to 
30° C or above. Meanwhile, 
various kinds of bacteria 
grow and people should 
have an awareness of 
disease prevention and take 
care of their health.
    In Grain Buds, all plants and creatures flourish. The physical movement of human bodies 
is getting more active. This period is the time we consume the most nutrients. Therefore we 
should pay attention to nutritional supplement, strengthening the organs in our body.
    Soup for clearing internal heat, expelling dampness and warming is very appropriate in 
this period; for example, chelnuts and fish head soup with ginger, or bitter gourd kapok 
beef soup.
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    Before the Ching Ming Festival, 
we planted new plants at the 
northern side of Wing On Square, 
including rose, blueberry, begonia, 
thyme and fairy grass. We plan to 
plant medical flowers and herbs 
in this area and it will add more 
colours to this place. We believe 
they will grow healthily this 
summer.
    After the festival, the weather was getting warm without consecutive rainy days. On April 
14, we gathered in Wonderland and shared our self-made food and cooking methods with 
each other. Josephine brought self-made satin sauce with eggs, bread and fried vermicelli; 
Wendy brought fresh fruits; Maggie made a dish with eggs and pickled bamboo shoots 
from her hometown; Xiaohui the expert made vegetable pot rice; Lai Seung made curry 
meat ball with potatoes and cool noodles. Colleagues from OSL brought longjing tea to the 
luncheon, and we prepared mint lemongrass tea harvested from Lingnan Garden.
    Besides, Prof. Lin Chun from London 
University of Economics and Political Science 
and her sister also joined us. After visiting 
our Lingnan Garden, she felt interested in 
our research on Chinese agriculture and 
appreciated our Lingnan Gardeners project. 
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    On March 23, three students from the Cultural Studies programme participated in a 
delegation headed by Lai Seung to attend a nuclear issue thematic World Social Forum in 
Tokyo. This year is the 30th Anniversary of the 1986 Chernobyl disaster; nuclear specialists, 
scholars and environmental activists across the globe participated in the conference, 
reviewed the use of nuclear power in different countries, rethought the pros and cons of 
nuclear power, and discussed ways to tackle the issues.
    After five years of the Fukushima disaster in 2011, we seem to forget how the disaster 
has brought about irreparable pain and harm to the local residents and the ecological 
environment. To have a clear picture on the current situation of Fukushima, Lai Seung and 
the students visited the affected area and experienced the anti-nuclear protest organised 
by the local people.
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    On April 18, the students who visited Fukushima were invited to be our speakers for a 
talk on Fukushima after five years of the nuclear disaster. After the students’ presentation, 
the audience actively shared their opinion on the use of nuclear power and the crises and 
threats.
   Please watch the full video of the talk at  https://youtu.be/z4oeqLZnh3I
Upcoming Activities in May
12 May, 2016 (Thur), 12:30-14:00pm  at Lingnan Garden, Harvesting potatoes
19 May, 2016 (Thur), 17:30-19:00pm  at LKK301, Ecological talk (in Cantonese)
      Speaker: Chow Tsun Ip Patrick 
                 （Fellowship SYCPAA  PSA Who’s Who in Photography Top Ten 2014）
      Topic:  Seeing Global Ecological Changes from the Perspective of Photography
21 May 2016 (Sat),  9:00-11:00am at Lingnan Garden, farming activities
    It was really a wake up call to make us once again aware of the hazard of nuclear power 
(and perhaps waste) and forced us to reflect on our unreflective use of energy.
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 小 满 2016 年 5 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園 
 彩園通訊    第 18 期   
     小滿節氣是北方地區小麥等夏收、作物籽粒開始飽滿，但還沒有成熟的時候。南方地區
的農諺賦予小滿新的寓意，“滿”形容雨水的盈缺，意思是小滿時如果田裡不蓄滿水，田地
會乾裂，進而造成芒種節氣時無法插栽水稻。
      小滿過，北半球開始進入夏季，氣溫升高至 30℃以上。同時，各種病菌也開始出現，人
們要有“未病先防”的意識，注意強健身體，防止病邪入體。














       清明剛過，天氣漸暖，連綿的陰雨天也暫時休息了。 4 月 14 日，大家帶著自己的食物聚在一起，
相互品嚐和交流製作方法，熱鬧的氣氛感染著周圍行走的人們。








      除了老朋友的參與，來自倫敦政治經濟學院的林春教授和家人也參加到食物的分享中。在參觀了
彩園後，她對彩園的工作和未來寄予了很大的期望，表示對我們研究中國農業問題的嘉許。
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  5 月活動預告：
    5 月 12 日 , 星期四 12:30-14:00pm   彩園    土豆收穫，大家齊分享！
    5 月 19 日 , 星期四 17:30-19:00pm  地點： LKK301   生態講座（粵語）
     講者：周振業 ,  高級會士 （陳樹人影藝同學會、美國攝影學會 世界十傑 2014）
     題目：從攝影的角度看世界生態變化











食   療： 清熱解毒的功效，功能散熱和涼血，適用於降血壓、糖尿病、風熱性或血熱性皮膚病，
及皮膚搔癢。 
非洲葉 (Bitter Leaf)


















How the peaches and plums are 
blossoming
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Seeing Global Ecological Changes from 
the Perspective of Photography
從攝影的角度看世界生態變化
Time  時間 : 19 May,2016 （Thursday） 17:30-19:00pm 
Venue  地點：LKK301
Speaker  講者 :  Chow Tsun Ip Patrick  周振業
（Fellowship SYCPAA  陳樹人影藝同學會 高級會士；PSA Who’s 
Who in Photography Top Ten 2014 美國攝影學會 世界十傑 2014）
 Organiser：Lingnan Gardeners   Global university for Sustainability     Tel：2616 7671 / 7672       E-mail：ln.gardeners@ln.edu.hk











    上月，彩園組織的福島核危机講座後，《香港 01》的記者採訪了親歷受核辐射影响地區的同學
和文化研究系老師，並將它們的經歷和反思刊登在 2016 年 6 月出版的第 13 期“世界”專欄中。詳
細內容，已附在本期通訊的最後，請查閱。 
      泡完咖啡，餘下的咖啡渣該怎麼處理？扔掉可惜，留下又不知有何用處。你有這樣的困擾麼？其
實咖啡渣有很多用途，包括與炭包一樣作為乾燥劑和除味劑、防蟲和去污作用，對於農業種植，氮
含量豐富的咖啡渣是很多綠植和果類蔬菜最好的氮肥，鋪在土壤表面還可以驅除蟲蟻。







6 月 23 日 , 星期四 12:30-14:00   彩園 午餐會  紫蘇的 N 種吃法
6 月 24 日 , 星期五 17:30-17:30   觀影會 《米芽和米咕巨人》









Great Heat 8 July  2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.20
  The solar term ‘Great Heat’ is a time of the year in which there is most sunlight and the 
highest temperature, a time when rainfall is most abundant in Southern and Western China, 
thunderstorm most frequent and 30 degree Celsius days the most seen. It is also a period 
when 35 degree Celsius high heat days will appear the most.
  Generally speaking, on very hot days when high temperature reaches 35 degree C, there 
will be a distinct increase in people suffering strokes, while on extremely hot days with high 
temperature reaching 37 degree C, people suffering strokes will increase sharply. 
  Because of the hot summer weather, there is more chance of losing internal body fluid 
and expending internal energy (chi), so it is beneficial to use herbal congee as supplement 
to the body. Herbal congee is suitable for seniors, children as well as people with weak 
gastrointestinal functions. 
  To nurture health during summer, water is something that the body cannot do without. 
Because of the hot weather, rapid transpiration will lead to too much loss of water in the 
body and there is a need for timely supplement. It is usually the best to drink warm water 
as well as heat-alleviating drinks such as green bean tea, chrysanthemum tea and so on. 
In case of heavier sweating, then it would be suitable to drink water with sugar and salt, 
tea and so on to add back salt and mineral and keep the body in balance, and to avoid 
dehydration. 
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  On June 1, a Global University for 
sustainablity founding member 
Tani Barlow, Department of History 
professor in Rice University, 
U.S.A., came to Lingnan University 
Department of Cultural Studies and 
visited Lingnan Garden as well as 
exchanged with professors in the 
Department. After that, she also told 
us her life story and her theoretical 
viewpoints. For those who are 
interested, here is the link：https://
youtu.be/52n0NpTR39I
  On June 23, the regular Lingnan 
Garden activity, lunch gathering, was 
held as scheduled. Perilla is an edible 
plant with medicinal value such as 
the dissipation of chill trapped inside 
the body. It can be made into many 
delicious dishes. The theme of this 
activity is to introduce the various 
recipes for Perilla: meat stew, salad, 
preserve, omelet and so on, that 
would optimize Perilla's aroma and 
nutrition value, so it is not only 
delicious but also good for heath. 
  Moreover, the Peaches in 
Lingnan Garden are also 
ripening. Although not 
big, they are good-tasting. 
Everyone has shared in the 
enjoyment. 
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  On the hot summer day, Lingnan Gardeners showed an Italian cartoon film with ecological 
protection as theme, ‘Mia et le Migou’. The film is a story about a little Latin American 
girl who went searching for her father, and met the Migous who were protectors of trees. 
After the Tree of Life was damaged, she guided the Migous to find their self-identity and 
save the world. The story was simple and crisp, the scenes beautiful, and it attracted many 
friends of several ethnicities to come and watch. 
  On June 24, Professor Melanie 
Budianta from University of 
Indonesia visited Lingnan Garden 
and narrated her life story as well 
as her research themes. For actual 
content please visit Link:  https://
youtu.be/sEDusgLvfkg
  On June 28, Lingnan Garden in collaboration 
with Global University invited Sun Heng, 
Secretary-general of Migrant Workers Home 
in Beijing, to visit Lingnan University and 
hold the  'Folk Songs of the Land Sing-
Chat Session'. Sun Heng started voluntary 
performance tours around China in late 20th 
century. His songs reflect the life and work of 
migrant workers and are deeply loved by the 
public. In this session, not only did Sun Seng 
perform his songs accompanied by his own 
guitar, he also chatted and exchanged with 
the audience about the current situation of 
the new workers in China and expounded on 
the theme of workers’dignity.
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  For that session, Lingnan Garden also 
invited veteran Shakuhachi musician 
Erebus Wong, pianist Chen Yu Ting 
and Hong Kong folk song singer Billy 
to perform, and they brought exciting 
performances to the audience. About 50 
people attended the activity and there 
were enthusiastic discussions at the 
scene. 
  Such fantastic performances cannot go without video recordings! See the link:https://
youtu.be/jRCuQSgIwgw
  Special acknowledgement:
  Our gratitude to Mr Patrick Chow and Ms Alice Chan for their gererous contribution of 
HKD 50,000, and to Mr Yan Xiaohui for his contribution of HKD 4000 to the third South 
South Forum on Sustainability.
July activities 
July 9, Saturday 17:00 to 18:00  
Lingnan Garden guided tour for Lingnan alumni
 July14, Thursday 14:30-16:00  
MBG01 Lingnan Garden film viewing “The Salt of the Earth”
July23, Saturday 14:45-16:15 
Rainbow Integrated Community Development Centre Guided Tour Lecture 
“Ecology and Daily Life”
(Speaker: Department of Cultural Studies Ms Auyeung Lai Seung)
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     大暑節氣是一年中日照最多、氣溫最高的時期，是華南西部雨水最豐沛、雷暴最常見、 
30℃以上高溫日數最集中的時期，也是華南東部 35℃以上高溫出現最頻繁的時期。
     一般來說，最高氣溫高於 35℃的炎熱日子裡，中暑的人明顯增多。而最高氣溫達 37℃
以上時（氣象上稱為“酷熱日”），中暑的人數會急劇增加。
    由於夏令氣候炎熱，易傷津耗氣，因此可選用藥粥滋補身體。藥粥對老年人、兒童、脾
胃功能虛弱者都是適宜的。
    夏季養生，水也是人體內不可缺少的物質。由於天氣炎熱，人體的水分蒸發消耗過快，
需要及時補充水分，平時喝開水最好，也可以飲用綠豆水、菊花茶等清暑藥茶，出汗的較多
的飲用糖鹽水、茶水等，適當補充鹽分和礦物質，以維持身體平衡，避免脫水。
大暑 2016 年 7 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園 
 彩園通訊 第 20 期
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7 月 09 日 , 星期六 17:00-18:00 彩園  嶺南校友團導賞
7 月 14 日 , 星期四 14:30-16:00 MBG01 彩園 觀影會 《地球之鹽》
7 月 23 日，星期六 14:45-16:15 仁愛堂彩虹社區綜合發展中心導賞 
                  生態與生活講座（主講：文化研究系 歐陽麗嫦）
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Ending  of the Heat                                                         8  August   2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.21      
  “Ending of the Heat” means the official end of the hot summer. The period between 
“Autumn Begins” (13th solar term, August 8) and “Ending of the Heat” (14th solar 
term, August 23), while in theory is already the autumn season yet the summer heat would 
not yet have abated. 
    After that, the temperature gradually falls and the heat is no longer intolerable. The days 
are characterized by gradual cooling. Early morning and night temperature is relatively low. 
Rainy days are quite frequent mostly with light drizzles. Rainfall is generally weaker and 
lower than in summer. 
    To ensure that there is sufficient irrigation for winter / spring cultivation, it is necessary 
to save enough water. Around the time of autumn solstice there will be continuous rainy, 
overcast days which are not favorable to agriculture and husbandry. Special attention 
should be paid to weather forecast and make adequate preparation, take advantage of 
every fine day to hasten the harvesting and drying of grains. In terms of nutrition and 
health care, the desired effect is prevention of “autumn dryness” inside the body, by 
eating more food that are liquid and juicy, with a cooling effect, such as vegetables, fruits, 
luohanguo (Fructus Momordicae) and so on. They are beneficial in supplementing the 
intake of vitamins and water. 
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    July 9th was Alumni Day of Lingnan 
University. Lingnan Garden was invited 
by the Alumni Association to give a talk 
to the alumni about our notions and 
techniques in cultivation. 
    The weather was hot that day and 
there were not too many participants. 
Nevertheless Ms. Lai Seung had 
enthusiastically talked to the alumni 
and exchanged experience with them. 
Towards the end, she gave out as 
presents seeds of Amaranth, Roselle and 
Bosella from Lingnan Garden’s ‘reserve’, 
and was much welcomed by everyone. 
  On 14th July, Lingnan Garden held a 
movie show “The Salt of the Earth”, 
a documentary by Sebastiao Salgado. 
Through his black and white fi lms, 
Brazilian photographic master Sebastiao 
Salgado not only gazed at spectacular 
scenes in remote places but also the 
var ious states of  ex istence of  the 
multitude living in poverty, disease and 
exploitation. 
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    On 23rd July, Yan Oi Tang Rainbow 
Integrated Community Development 
Center held the seminar “Green Living 
starting from Little Things” at Lingnan 
University. Upon invitation by the Center, 
Lingnan Garden conducted a guided tour 
for about 30 participants. It was on the 
starting day of “Great Heat” and the sun 
was so bright that one could hardly open 
the eyes. Ms. Lai Seung let everyone stay 
in the shade as much as possible and with 
great care prepared tea with Basil and 
Bergamot leaves for everyone to alleviate 
the heat. 
    The almost two hours of exchange 
gave the participants a deeper level of 
understanding on organic agriculture 
as well as issues of climate change and 
environmental protection. To conlcude, 
Lingnan Gardeners gave away vegetable 
seeds and Sabbah Snake Grass to the 
participants, with enthusiastic response 
from everyone. 
    From July 23 to 29, the “SSFS 3” 
Conference jointly organized by the 
Cultural Studies Department, Lingnan 
Gardeners, and Global U took place after 
almost one month of frantic preparatory 
work, and had gone smoothly. Scholars 
from the South, like Ecuador, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand, Indonesia, gave presentations 
and held discussions on issues including 
finance and capitalism, social movements 
and so on. 
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   The seven days of the 
conference have brought a lot 
of information and insights 
to every participant. How is 
this to be well digested? The 
Global U will edit and upload 
the discussions to the Global 
U website. Those who are 
interested can click the link 
below: http://our-global-u.
org/oruorg/en/?page id=2599
        Great thanks to Mr. Lai for his donation of wooden planters valued $4,500!
Preview of August activities
August 1-2 10:00am to 13:00pm  
          Farming Class to Hong Kong Gifted Students
August 25 10:00am-12:00am  
          Freshmen Camp of Lingnan University
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處暑 2016 年 8 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園
彩園通訊  第 21 期  
       處暑的意義是夏天暑熱正式終止 , 立秋和處暑之間的時間，雖然秋季在意義上已經來臨，
但夏天的暑氣仍然未減。
     這時氣溫漸漸下降，已不再酷熱難耐。特徵是天氣慢慢轉涼，但早上和晚上溫度還是比
較低 . 雨日多 , 以綿綿細雨為主，雨日雖多，但雨量不大，一般要比夏季少，強度也弱。
      為了保證冬春農田用水，必須做好蓄水工作。秋分會出現連續陰雨水天氣，對農牧業生
產不利。要特別注意天氣預報，做好充分準備，抓住每個晴好天氣，不失時機地搞好搶收搶
曬工作。飲食養生保健的方法對“秋燥”有很好的預防效果，特別提出要多吃一些寒涼多汁




     7 月 9 日是嶺南大學校友日，應校友會邀請，彩園為校友團講解彩園的種植理念及種植技術等。
當天天氣炎熱，來的朋友并不多， 麗嫦老師熱心為校友講解，並且與他們交流經驗，最後還將彩園
自留的莧菜、洛神花和潺菜種子送給他們，受到大家的歡迎。
































    8 月 1-2 日 , 星期一、二 10:00-13:00 香港資優生農耕課程
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    Autumn Equinox is the 16th solar term in the lunar calendar. The sun is at the equator on 
this day with twelve hours of day and twelve hours of night. 
    During this period, the weather turns cooler and drier. It is the time for harvesting before 
the on-coming of frost, as well as early planting of winter crops. 
    Coming to late Autumn, it would be appropriate to avoid spicy food and instead select 
fresh fruits and vegetables with sweet and sour taste to fill the need for moisture and 
nourishment, such as lily bulbs, pears, lotus roots, Chinese yam and so on. 
 Autumnal equinox                                                            8  September 2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.22      
Autumn Equinox
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    On August 1st, Lingnan Gardeners gave 
a class to Hong Kong Gifted Students on 
Farming and Sustainable Living, led by 
Master Xiao Hui. On August 4th, Madam Pui 
Yun demonstrated the making of dumplings 
and noodles. 
    On August 2nd, typhoon Nida landed in 
Hong Kong, resulting in some damage of 
trees and buildings. Some plants in Lingnan 
Garden were also damaged. The corn crop 
was almost completely destroyed. Grape 
vines and peppers were in tatters.   
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    With the start of the new term, Lingnan Garden and students joining the farming class 
will work together to redesign the layout of various crops. 
September activities
September 14th Wednesday 17:30 to 20:00     Mid-Autumn Festival celebration 
Bring your food and lanterns for a get-together!
September 18th Sunday 9:00 to 11:00 am Plowing and planting of vegetables
    In the morning of August 25th, students from the freshmen camp of Lingnan University 
visited Lingnan Garden led by Ms Lai Seung. 
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       秋  分                                                                              2016 年 9 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園
彩園通訊  第 22 期   
秋   分
     秋分，農歷二十四節氣中的第十六個節氣 ,
是太陽在這一天直射地球赤道，因此這一天
24 小時晝夜均分，各 12 小時；全球無極晝極
夜現象。












      
      











      8 月 2 日，罕見颱風“妮妲”從香港登陸，造成很多樹木和建築受損。彩園的一些植物也受到波及，
玉米幾乎折斷殆盡，葡萄和辣椒都被吹得東倒西歪，洛神花也“彎下了腰”。









   9 月 14 日 週三 17:30-20:00pm 彩園 中秋到，收芋頭，品有機月餅，提前
過中秋嘍！
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 Frost Descends                                                           8  October 2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.23      
Frost Descends
‘Frost Descends’ is a period when the weather turns colder with the possibility of 
frosting. In the north, most regions would be harvesting while the South would be 
both harvesting and planting at the same time.
    It is important to keep warm and guard against dehydration due to the dry 
weather. Food items like turnips, chestnuts, pears would be good for strengthening 
digestion and for hydration.
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      On September 2, Professor Lau Kin 
Chi who oversees the Lingnan Gardeners 
project and Miss Auyeung Lai Seung were 
interviewed by a journalist from Hong Kong 
01. They explained in detail how the project 
had come about as well as the current 
situation. 
    On September 13, the first class of 
Cultural Politics of Eating in the Master of 
Cultural Studies program took place. Mr. Yan 
Xiaohui was invited to give demonstration 
to students on various food preparation 
processes. Students learnt how to make 
dumplings and noodles.
     On September 14, the celebration for Mid 
Autumn Festival was held with 40 people 
participating. 
140
    On September 15, the Service Learning Farming program started and there are more 
students than before. 
    On September 18, Lingnan Gardeners members were invited to work on the garden and 
enjoyed the good weather.
October activities
October 11, Tuesday 12:30pm to 2:00pm Food sharing at Wonderland
October 16, Sunday 9:00am to 11:00am Family gardening activity day 
141
       霜   降                                                                            2016 年 10 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園
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     霜降，代表天氣漸趨寒冷，若地面上水蒸氣遇冷便不止形成露珠，更有結霜的可能。不
過華南地區氣候溫暖，結霜的機會很少哦。在這個節氣，稻田開始呈現金黃色，裝點出收穫
的氛圍。大部分北方地區也進入了秋收掃尾的階段，而南方地區則同時進行收穫和栽種。
     霜降期間首要保暖，其次要防秋燥，可適當加大運動量。飲食調養方面，此時要注意健
脾養胃，調補肝腎，宜多吃健脾養陰潤燥的食物，蘿蔔、栗子、秋梨、淮山、牛肉等也不錯。
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      最後，老師請大家品嚐有機月餅，也將收到
的蔬菜分給回家過節的同學。





10 月 11 日 週二 12：30-14：00am
彩園  食物分享會 
10 月 16 日 週日 9：00-11：00am
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 Light   Snow                                                             8  November 2016
Lingnan Gardeners 
 Newsletter No.24      
    With the solar term of “winter begins” the northern regions in China have generally 
entered the winter season. By the solar term of “light snow” many regions along middle 
and lower Yangtze River also enter into winter. In the south, although snowfall would only 
start around mid to late December, yet the feeling of humid coolness is worse than the dry 
cold of the north. 
    During this time light diet would be preferred. Older people and those with a weak 
constitution could take some Chinese herbs or patent medicines as supplements, or have 
reasonable portion of wine to help facilitate blood circulation. Corn, buckwheat, carrots and 
so on which can lower the level of fat in blood are also helpful. 
146
   On 11 October, Lingnan Garden prepared a sumptuous meal to welcome friends including 
those from overseas. They also brought home-made dishes to the gathering. The food 
items of different places have bridged geographical and cultural constraints and brought 
everyone together.
   On 28 October, Lingnan Garden again invited Professor Helena Norberg-Hodge to give 
a speech that integrates traditional agricultural culture and the economy of happiness, 
telling us the importance of farming life and how modernization had damaged traditional 
agricultural civilization.  
  Please click this link for the speech: https://youtu.be/GWtwHNqnXpQ
November activities
    15th November Tuesday 12:30-14:00     Food Sharing 
20th November Sunday   9:00 – 11:00    Farming Gathering
147
       小   雪                                                                           2016 年 11 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園
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 小   雪
















       欲知詳情，請點擊鏈接：https://youtu.be/
GWtwHNqnXpQ










    感謝服務研習同學們的勤奮和努力，彩園的
每一點變化都是我們一起參與的結果。








11 月 15 日  週二  12：30-14：00    
 彩園食物分享會 
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  Winter  solstice                                                            8  Desember 2016
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   Winter Solstice is the day when daylight time is shortest in the northern 
hemisphere. Beginning from this day, the weather will become colder and colder. 
Winter Solstice is the earliest established solar term, at the start of the Zhou 
Dynasty. That day has been designated as a festival beginning in Han Dynasty and 
continued until now. Various regions have different culinary cultures in celebrating 
Winter Solstice, such as dumplings, pumpkin pastries and lamb soup.
   The solar term of Winter Solstice is a very good time for health nurturing. It would 
be appropriate to take diverse but scientific complements of grains, fruits, meat and 
vegetables, and to select high calcium items. 
Winter Solstice
156
   On November 15, with the imminent 
arrival of the solar term Light Snow, Lingnan 
Garden held a gathering to share nutritional 
food items with the participants. Also, the 
cherries, turnips, vegetables etc. that were 
planted by students of the Service Learning 
Farming class have ripened and were ready 
for tasting. 
   On November 17, students of the Farming 
class and Jenny, a volunteer of Lingnan 
Gardeners, harvested the roselle planted in 
Wing On Square. Then, new crops including 
figs, rosemary and others were planted to 
increase the diversity. 
   From November 2 to November 5, Kwan 
Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme’s Senior Researcher Dr. 
Erebus Wong and Southwest University 
Associate Professor Dr. Sit Tsui attended 
the Third World Meeting of Popular 
Movements convened by Pope Francis in 
Rome, presenting the rural reconstruction 
movements as well as agrarian issues on 
the peasants, countryside and agriculture in 
mainland China and Hong Kong. 
157
   On November 22, the Lingnan library 
invited Professor Lau Kin Chi as well as Ms 
Auyueng Lai Seung, Mr Yan Xiaohui and Ms 
Jin Peiyun to discuss the Lingnan Gardeners 
publication Strolling the Lingnan Garden 
in terms of its impact and future vision, as 
well as answer questions from the students. 
Some students from the Farming class 
also presented their views on the Lingnan 
Gardeners project.
    Please click the link：https://youtu.
be/7ctzGg6rJY0




   November 24: Brazilian Biology Professor 
Jose Wellington Santos was invited by Global 
University to speak on land issues in Brazil as 
well as the current situation of agroecology.
   November 28: Professor Jose Wellington 
Santos discussed the issues of agroecology 
techniques and global agricultural 
development in conjunction with agricultural 
technique expert Lam Chi-Kwong of Hong 
Kong Kadoorie Farm, Lingnan University 
Science Professor Jonathan Fong and 
teachers in Lingnan Garden. 
 December activities
December 17, Saturday 9:00 – 11:00  
Labor and exercise to welcome the new 
year
December 20, Tuesday, 12:30 – 14:00 
Lingnan Garden Food Sharing
158
       冬   至                                                                           2016 年 12 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園
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       冬至也稱冬節，是24節氣中最早被制定的一個，起源於周滅商後對其第一座國都的規劃。
冬至這一天是北半球白天時間最短的一天，並且從這一天開始，天氣會越來越寒冷。
     將冬至作為節日源於漢代，盛於唐宋，並延續至今。各地過冬至也有著不同的風俗，吃
水餃是多數人的選擇，還有喝羊肉湯，吃湯圓、南瓜餅等多種冬節飲食文化。
      冬至是養生的大好時機，科學養生有助於保證旺盛的精力而防早失，達到延年益壽的目
的。冬至時節飲食宜多樣，谷、果、肉、蔬菜合理搭配，適當選擇高鈣食品。
冬     至
159




題 ( 農民、農村、農業 ) 及鄉村建設運動。






    氣候漸涼，永安廣場種植的洛神花可以收了。














     11 月 24 日，全球大學邀請巴西生物學教授
José Wellington Santos 就巴西土地問題，生態
農業現狀等問題做專題演講。




    11 月 28 日，彩園老師們與香港嘉道理農場
農業技術專家林志光、José Wellington Santos
教授和嶺南大學科學教授 Jonathan Fong 一起
探討生態農業技術和全球農業發展問題。
12 月活動預告
   12 月 17 日   週六   9：00-11：00    
活動筋骨，用勞動迎接新的一年吧！









Junior Watering Team 
Member
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  Great  cold                                                                 8  January 2017
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  With the solar term Great Cold advancing, cold spells will move southward more 
frequently bringing strong wind and low temperature. It is the time of year with 
lowest rainfall. It would be important to protect and nurture the farming soil.
  During the winter period, the human body will also slow down its metabolism. 
One should rest early and rise early, refrain from over exertion and avoid outbursts 
of impatience and anger.  On nutrition, one should reduce the quantity of food 
intake, and use more the kind of food items that have warming effect such as 
ginger and chives. In Eastern China region there is a traditional practice of making 
sticky rice in clay pot for the solar term Great Cold, since sticky rice has the effect of 
hydrating and defending against chill.
Great Cold
162
   Some of the plants in Lingnan Garden 
have begun to wither with the oncoming 
of winter. On 17 December, we worked 
together to trim down the creeping plants 
such as vine and luffa. We pulled out 
the withered Roselle and vegetables and 
replaced with new seedlings. 
   On 18 December, Miss Auyeung 
participated in the volunteer award 
ceremony of Yan Oi Tong representing 
Lingnan Garden, and accepted the award. 
It was an affirmation towards Lingnan 
Garden’s work on the farming education 
front, and an encouragement to our future 
work.
   On 20 December, Lingnan Garden invited 
everyone to come for hot pot. Besides 
Lingnan vegetables our friends also brought 
their own cooked food for sharing. Picking 
vegetables and cleaning out the bugs, 
making dumplings – all favorite activities of 
the kids. 
  On 23 December, friends and colleagues 
came to Lingnan Garden to pick vegetables 
to contribute towards prizes for Lingnan 
University's annual Christmas Party. There 
were 40 portions of vegetables for table 
prizes and two potting plants for lucky draw.
  Lingnan Garden deeply appreciates 
the support from students and staff of 
the University.
January activities
Jan 11，Wednesday   12:30-14:00   
AM306    4 minute cooking class-how to 
make pita bread
Jan 14，Saturday     9:00 to 11:00 
Welcome the New Year with Working ！
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        大  寒                                                                           2017 年 1 月 8 日
嶺 南 彩 園
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     大寒節氣、寒潮南下頻繁，風大、低溫，呈現出天寒地凍的嚴寒景象。此時是一年中降
水量最少的時間，但是南方地區降水量略有增加。農事上需要保育土壤，南方地區應做好防
凍工作。
     冬三月是生機潛伏，萬物蟄藏的時令，此時人體的代謝也處相當緩慢的時候，所以此時
應早睡早起，不要輕易擾動陽氣，凡事不要過度操勞，要使神深藏於內，避免急躁發怒。 




      冬意漸濃，彩園種植的一些植物開始枯萎，


















40 份桌面小禮和 2 份抽獎的薄荷與蔬菜準備妥
當。




1 月 11 日  週三  12：30-14：00      AM306  
手把手教你做彼得包，4 分鐘就可享受的美食！ 還有彩園的專享美食等著你哦！
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Lunar New Year Day
  In ancient times as in today we have good wishes on Lunar New Year Day for happiness, 
fortune and good health. One of the traditions is to drink wine made with herbs. There are 
many kinds of herbs grown in Lingnan Garden and everyone is welcomed to enjoy them.  
　Wishing everyone good health, good spirit for the New Year of the Rooster!
  Nowadays, people are no longer constrained in using flowers to express emotions and 
pursue romance. Vegetables, as food and as item for viewing appreciation, are becoming 
popular with young people. Starting with this issue, the Lingnan Gardeners Newsletter will 
select some vegetables to introduce their representations.
   (Lingnan Gardeners has finished introducing the 24 lunar term cycle in its previous 
newsletters. If interested, click below to revisit.  http://www.ln.edu.hk/ihss/crd/ln_
gardeners.htm)
Broccoli 
  Broccoli was originally grown in the east coast 
of the Mediterranean. Not only is it delicious, 
its nutritional value also far exceeds other 
vegetables. The most outstanding effect is 
prevention of cancer.
  The meaning being expressed by such a 
healthy vegetable is of course 'lifetime health'. 
By bringing broccoli as a gift when visiting 
friends, it is practical, tasteful as well as 
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  On 11 January, Lingnan Gardeners invited the gourmet chef Mr Lau Chi Keung to 
demonstrate how to make 'pita bread' that could be cooked in four minutes. 
  Mr Lau Chi Keung also prepared pita bread beforehand for everyone to enjoy while 
Professor Lau Kin Chi, Professor Rolien Hoyng, Joanna, Sit Tsui, Peiyun, Lai Sheung and 
others also brought various food items, making a sumptuous meal and attracting more 
than 30 participants, a warm up for Lunar New Year celebration.
  On 14 January, children came to visit despite the rainy weather. They enthusiastically 
examined the plants and asked questions. Their curiosity and naivety is a model for adults.
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  On 16–22 January, Dr. Pedro 
Páez, the former Deputy Finance 
Minister of Ecuador, accepted 
the invitation of Department 
of Cultural Studies and Global 
University for Sustainability 
to give a series of talks on 
international finance and China's 
banking issues, leading us to view 
global financial development 
from a third world perspective. 
  On 28 January, Lunar New Year eve, Lingnan Gardeners distributed lettuce, celery, carrots, 
pepper, tomatoes and so on to Lingnan Gardeners members. Although limited in quantity 
given that a large portion had already been contributed as table prizes at the Lingnan 
University Christmas Party, the sharing was warm and joyful.
 February activities
    16 February Thursday     16:00 – 17:30     Film appreciation  
    23 February Thursday     12:30 – 14:00    Valentine Lunch Date
  The video will be uploaded to Lingnan University and Global University websites. Please 
click here for viewing: http://our-global-u.org/oguorg/en/e-lecture-series-2-pedro-
paez-global-financial-crisis-and-practices -from-the-south/
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                                                                                             2017 年 2 月 10 日
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元　日
                王安石 ( 宋 )
爆竹聲中一歲除，春風送暖入屠蘇。
千門萬戶瞳瞳日，總把新桃換舊符。





    祝大家身體健康！龍馬精神！
    現時，為追求浪漫，人們已不局限於用鮮花表達感情，蔬菜做為作為食用與觀賞兼備的植物，逐
漸受到年輕人的青睞。那麼，蔬菜有什麼花語，代表什麼意思呢，從本期通訊開始，我們將選取一
些蔬菜為您做介紹。








    （彩園通訊已將二十四節氣全部介紹完，如有需要，請點擊 http://www.ln.edu.hk/ihss/crd/
ln_gardeners.htm　查看相關內容。）
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      感謝劉老師提前一天做好一批彼得包供大家食用。此外，KC 老師帶來了炒米粉和魚肉餅；
Joanna 帶來了炒麵和手工麵包；薛翠帶了白蘿蔔燉牛尾和銀耳桃膠糖水；培云做了羊肉茴香餡餅；
麗嫦老師燉了彩園有機山藥肉湯；Rolien 老師帶來了火龍果……豐富的食物，吸引了近 30 人參與，
為即將到來的農曆春節提前預熱。

















2 月 16 日 週四    16：00-17：30  觀影會
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根粉 400 克    鹽 8 克
糖 30 克         欖油 55 克
依士 12 克      水 200 克
做法： 1. 將所有材料搓勻至光滑有彈
性，醱酵約 30 分鐘。
2. 取出分割成每 50 克一個搓成圓形，
再醱酵 30 分鐘。
3. 取出拍平，用麵棍輾薄，放入 200 
- 220 Ｃ焗約 4 分鐘。
咖哩汁
黃薑粉 40 克                      蒜茸 40 克
薑茸 40 克                         指天椒茸 20 克
洋蔥（切幼粒） 100 克
麵粉 60 克                         香葉 4 克
油 120 克
調味料：






3 . 加入水或高湯 2.5 公升，放入香葉，慢煮
成咖喱濃汁。
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Chive Flowers
  Chive is a common food item that frequently appears in various dishes on a daily basis. The white 
flower that grows on the chive stalk, when picked just before blooming, grinded and preserved, can 
be made into a tasty sauce that is both appetizing as well as digestion enhancing.
  The meaning of that small yet functional white flower is precisely “offering”. 
174
  On 17 February, the new semester of the Farming service learning course began. A total of 22 students 
in the class are studying with the instructors Mr Yan Xiaohui, Ms Auyeung Lai Seung and Ms Jin Peiyun, 
learning about agricultural production through actual practices. 
  The course will last till the end of April. Friends from the Elders Academy will also join in the farming 
work and exchange with the young students, as well as working on a cook-book project together.
  On 20 February, Professor Baik Jiwoon from Yongsei University in South Korea visited Lingnan Garden 
accompanied by Professor Stephen Chan and Professor Lau Kin Chi from the Department of Cultural 
Studies. She was highly appreciative of the campus farming programme. 
  On 23 February, the monthly lunch gathering took place as scheduled. Mr Lau Chi Keung the chef brought 
ingredients for pizza making this time, and demonstrated on site, enticing the taste buds and visual sense of 
the participants.
March activities
   
    17 March, Friday   12:30 – 14:00 Gourmet gathering at AM306
    25 March, Saturday  09:00 – 11:00 Sway the hoe, Labor!
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      韭菜是人們生活中經常見到的食物，它總是作為調料或是點綴的出現在各種菜餚裡面。韭菜花，
是秋天裡韭白上生出的白色花簇，多在欲開未開時採摘，磨碎後醃製成醬食用，農家多稱之為“韭
菜花”。除了食用功能，韭菜花還有生津開胃，增強食慾，促進消化的藥用功效。








       2 月 20 日，韓國延世大學國學研究院白池雲教授在文化研究系教授陳清僑和劉健芝老師的陪同
下參觀嶺南彩園，對校園農耕計劃十分認同和讚賞。




       曾是糕點導師的劉志強老師作為彩園的長者會員，義務教授大家製作各種麵點。這次他自帶食材，
現場製作 Pizza，外脆裡酥，再一次讓大家在味覺和視覺上感受到手作的魅力。同為彩園會員的夫人
Janny 則帶來了自製的冰豆漿，味道清涼鮮滑。
      聚會結束，大家還幫忙收拾餐具並搬運回去，熱鬧過後留下的是乾淨整潔的會場。謝謝大家的幫
助，期待我們下次的相聚！
3 月活動預告
     3 月 17 日 週五 12：30-14：00   相約美食， AM306 见啦！
     3 月 25 日 週六   9：00-11：00   揮舞鋤頭，勞動啦！
    1 月底，由嶺南大學文化研究系文化研究碩士课程與全球大學合辦，Padro Paze 博士講座的
視頻已上傳，請點擊以下鏈接觀看：
Alternative Policies 1: New Financial Architecture and Knowledge Transfers
PART 1 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mERN4YovQOE&t=16s
PART 2 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8YrElmf44U
Alternative Policies 2: Social Participation and Changes in Economic Structures
PART 1 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ft1ShebpRNY 







The art of Vegetables 
(photos by Professor Dai Jinhua)
嚐 鮮
A taste of freshness
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Rapeseed Flowers
  In the flowering season, we often come across 
large fields of rapeseed flowers, a stunning view 
that gives us an inexpressible sense. Rapeseed is 
also called “Yuntai”, originally from Europe and 
Central Asia. In China it is widely cultivated in 
the southern part. 
  On March 8-13, 2017, Global University for Sustainability invited the famous “3-dimensional agro issue” 
expert of China, Professor Wen Tiejun, to present a series of 10 lectures on “Ten Economic Crises – the Real 
Experience in China”. The lectures are in English and focused on analyzing China’s economy in recent times. 
The E-lecture videos will be uploaded to the Global University website later for free reference. Please click 
here: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLW2w8_H08pM0eoxrS2cxbwdcCPjPK9A12
  It has a high content of oil and can also be used as animal feed. The stems and 
leaves can also be consumed as a vegetable. It is one of the mostly easily cultivated 
agricultural produce. 
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  On March 13, Ms. Wong Ka Ling and Primary 
5 pupils from RTC GAIA School visited Lingnan 
Garden to exchange with us their experiences in 
gardening.
  On March 17, students in the Service Learning 
Farming programme harvested fresh produce from 
Lingnan Garden and prepared food items under 
the direction of elderly participants. In two hours, 
each of the 5 teams completed 3 dishes and 1 soup, 
totaling 20 items! Close to 40 people joined the 
event in a warm and enthusiastic atmosphere. 
  On March 20, Professor Dominique Lammli and 
Prof. Annemarie Bucher from the Zurich University 
of the Arts, and Mr Lee Chun Fung, co-founder of 
WooferTen in Hong Kong, visited Lingnan Garden. 
Lingnan Garden made them a present of seeds from 
the garden. 
  With the weather warming up, the new growing 
season in Lingnan Garden started with a new crop 
of sweet potatoes, pumpkins and cassava. The 
papaya trees have begun flowering and fertilizer 
was added. 
April Activities
April 13, Thursday  14:30-16:30  LBYG01 
Headmistress Ms Lui Lai Hung of Yuen Kong 
Kindergarten in Kam Tin will present to us her 
experience and expertise in Nature Education.
April 19, Wednesday  12:30-14:00   AM306
Gourmet meal awaits you
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油菜花
     在花開的季節裡，每每看到一大片的油菜花，總是會給我們一種心靈上的震撼，一種無
法用言語表達的震撼。
     油菜又叫＂芸苔＂，一年或多年生草本。原產地在歐洲與中亞一帶，在中國栽培較廣，
以長江流域和以南各地為最多。油菜花有 4 枚花瓣，含有很豐富的花粉，種子含油量達
35 ～ 50％，可以榨油或當作飼料用。除此，油菜花的嫩莖及葉也可以當作蔬菜食用。
     油菜花是最容易栽培的農作物之一，農民常於農田冬春休耕期間在田裡灑上油菜籽，播
種後約兩個月便開出朵朵黃色的小花，等到第二年春天農民再將油菜耕入土中以增加土壤的
養分。而開花後結的果實，是中國第一大食用植物油原料。





      3 月 8-13 日， 全 球 大 學 邀 請 中 國 著 名 三
農 專 家 溫 鐵 軍 教 授， 用 英 文 講 授 他 對 中 國 近
現 代 經 濟 的 分 析“ 十 次 危 機 —— 中 國 的 真 實
經驗”。課程內容共 10 節，視頻剪輯後將放
在 全 球 大 學 網 站 E-lecture 上 面 供 大 家 免 費
學 習， 請 您 登 陸 全 球 大 學 網 站 觀 看：https://
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLW2w8_
H08pM0eoxrS2cxbwdcCPjPK9A12
     3 月 13 日，自然學校的黃嘉靈老師和小學五
年級學生們參觀彩園，並交流種植心得。





      參與彩園分享的長者們平時深藏不露，這次
則成為了同學的導師，從食材準備，到製作過程，
都與同學一同完成，嚴謹而認真。
      經過兩個小時的烹飪，每組完成三菜一湯的






   3 月 20 日， 來 自 瑞 士 苏 黎 世 大 學 的 








      藤三七開始重新發芽、長葉，為了它們可以
健康攀爬，3 月 25 日，彩園的朋友給草園的藤
三七苗搭架，並給辣椒樹噴灑驅蟲的苦楝油。
4 月活動預告
4 月 13 日 週四   15:30-17:00   LBY G01
被譽為“神奇呂俠”的錦田元岡幼稚園呂麗紅校
長將為我們講述她關於自然教育的經歷與心得。









*You are always welcome to join us!*
歡迎報名成為嶺南彩園農夫 !
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蔬菜的藝術  （戴錦華教授 攝）
Art of Vegetables  (photos 
by Professor Dai Jinhua)
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Passion Fruit Flower
    Passion Fruit has many names. An interesting name given to passion fruit flower is from the Japanese. 
Because the flower looks like a cute, little clock, they call it “clock flower”. Passion fruit juice is strongly 
aromatic. This natural beverage has the effect of hydrating, up-lifting, digestion and so on. It is known as 
the “king of juice”. The fruit and seeds can also be eaten while the stem and leaves can be used as herbal 
medicine, with the effect of disinfecting, relieving pain and stimulating blood circulation.
    The reason it is called “passion” fruit flower is that its stamen is like Christ on the crucifix while the ten 
petals are like the ten apostles following Christ. That is why in the West, the meaning of Passion Fruit is 
“religions passion” and “holy love”.
 
    Among the legends of American Indians, passion fruit flower is the daughter of Day who admires the 
Guide of Night. She would look at the time from moment to moment waiting for Night to come, so it also 
represents “looking forward”.
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    On April 13th, Lingnan Gardeners in conjunction 
with Wikipeacewomen and Global University, 
invited the principal of Yuen Kong Kindergarten in 
Yuen Long, Ms. Lui Lai Hung, to make a speech in 
Lingnan University. Ms. Lui has been nominated 
as one of the ‘million peace women’. Ever since 
working for Yuen Kong Kindergarten eight years 
ago, not only does she pay herself a mere 4,500 per 
month, she also takes on various other tasks such as 
teaching, hygiene, administration and so on. With her 
dedicated effort, the kindergarten has developed from 
having 5 children to start with to almost 70 children 
now. The team of teaching staff has also gradually 
expanded and strengthened. Her story has also been 
made into a film “Little Big Master”, touching the 
hearts of countless audiences.
  On that day, over forty parents and teachers 
participated and had enthusiastic exchanges with 
Principal Lui. The event has already been edited 
and uploaded to the Global University website. 
Click here to watch: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8Ov1MYfCpaA
    In early April, a student from United Christen 
College, Cheung Ho Kiu visited Lingnan Garden. 
She is working on a school project relating to 
agriculture and wanted an understanding of the 
concept behind “transition campus” as well as the 
challenges it faces. Through discussions with Ms. Au 
Yueng Lai Seung, she found it very meaningful and 
interesting that farming and cultivation are highly 
relevant to issues of globalization, food security, the 
environment, sharing and so on.
    April 19th is the day of  Tin Hau Goddess festival. 
The Lingnan Gardeners lunch gathering was held 
and more than twenty participants attended including 
some children who were on Easter Holidays. It was a 
relaxed and happy gathering. 
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    April 21st was to be the final session of the 
Learning Service programme. Due to the continued 
rainy weather the outdoor farming class could not 
be held so Mr. Yan Xiaohui arranged to have a film 
show “Food. Inc”. Although it was filmed in 2009 
yet watching it today it still has an overwhelming 
impact. Students expressed their different views on 
the profit chain behind food while Mr. Yan gave 
analysis and introduction on the various themes 
touched on in the film.     
    On April 28, 2017, Professor Tanit 
Ruangrungchaikul and Dr Supet Jirakajohnkool, 
from the Faculty of Science and Technology of 
Thammasat University, organized a field trip to the 
Smart Farm of Athiphat Nannasut in Loei Province, 
Northeast Thailand. Athiphat is winner of Organic 
Farmer Award in 2011, and Smart Farmer Award in 
2014. Professor Lau Kin Chi and Professor Sit Tsui 
were invited to join the field trip.
    Athiphat Nannasut talked about his experiences 
of organic farming and explained about the organic 
fertilizer composed of bananas, milk, eggs, sugar and 
water.
  May 16 Tuesday     19:00-22:00   AM308 
Perfessor Wen Tiejun: How I became a globalist for 
rural reconstruction
  May 19 Friday        17:30 – 18:30    
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百香果花
      百香果又稱熱情果、西番蓮，日本人最有趣，認為花瓣像針盤，雌蕊和雄蕊像指針，整朵花看起
來像個袖珍可愛的小時鐘，所以稱它為“時鐘花”。
      百香果的果汁香味濃郁，具有多種水果的複合香味，這種天然飲料具有生津止渴、提神、幫助消
化等功能，被稱為“果汁之王”。它的果肉和種籽也可以食用，根莖葉則可以入藥，有消炎止痛、
活血的功效。
      之所以被稱為“熱情之花”，因為它的雄蕊好似十字架上的基督，十片花瓣像是跟隨基督的十個
使徒，因此它在西方的花語是“宗教熱情”和”神聖的愛” 。
       而在美洲印第安人的傳說中，百香果是白天的女兒，卻對黑夜嚮導十分愛慕，於是時刻計算時間，
等待夜晚來臨，所以它代表著“憧憬”。
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5 個小孩發展到今日的近 70 個孩子，師資隊伍也
在逐漸壯大。她的故事也被改編成電影《五個小
孩的校長》，感動無數觀眾。




請 點 擊 鏈 接 觀 看：https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8Ov1MYfCpaA















5 月 16 日 週二  19:00-22:00   AM308
中國三農問題研究專家溫鐵軍教授，將為我們
講述他的人生經歷和成長故事。
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      4 月 28 日 , 泰國國立法政大學科學與技術
學 院 教 授 Tanit Ruangrungchaikul 與 Supet 
Jirakajohnkool 博士組織交流團，參觀泰國東
北 黎 府 Athiphat Nannasut “ 醒 目” 農 場。
Athiphat 獲得 2011 年泰國有機農夫獎及 2014
年全國醒目農夫大獎。嶺南大學劉健芝教授與西
南大學薛翠教授應邀前往參觀。
交流團與 Athiphat Nannasut ( 右 3) 合影
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Golden and Silver Honeysuckle
    Golden and Silver Honeysuckle is a white flower when it first blooms, then turns into yellow 
later, hence the name ‘golden and silver’. It is highly adaptable to the growing environment, loves 
the sun yet can endure shades, and survives draught and cold. It blooms in March annually. The 
flower buds can be picked and dried to serve as an excellent herbal medicine for dissipating heat 
and toxin, as well as dispelling wind-heat.
    Since golden and silver honeysuckle opens into two blooms from one bud, like a couple who 
stays together with each other; its language is therefore "giving you whole-hearted love".
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    In April, Lingnan Gardeners invited the principal 
of Yuen Kong Kindergarten in Yuen Long, Ms. Lui 
Lai Hung, to speak. After the speech, Principal Lui 
learnt that the Lingnan Garden lacked sufficient 
fertilizers, so she initiated a request to the Jockey 
Club to make a gift of 50 bags of horse manure to 
Lingnan Gardeners. On May 12, manure weighing 
1,700 kg was received. Lingnan Gardeners 
colleagues and friends all helped to properly stow 
it. Our gratitude to Principal Lui for her enthusiastic 
help, to Siu Man for the delivery, and to friends and 
colleagues of Lingnan Gardeners for their support.  
    On May 16, Lingnan Gardeners invited the famous 
Chinese expert on 3-dimensional agrarian issues, 
Professor Wen Tiejun, to give a talk on his life story 
as well as the development of agriculture in China. 
That happened to be Professor Wen’s birthday. 
Everyone brought gourmet food, cakes or pastries to 
celebrate Professor Wen’s birthday. 
    Back in March, Lingnan Gardeners had made a 
gift of vegetable seeds from the garden to Professor 
Dominique Lammli and Professor Annemarie Bucher 
from the Zurich University of the Arts from Zurich 
who came on a visit. After they went home, they also 
made a gift of their own vegetable seeds to Lingnan 
Gardeners. Although some of them are unfamiliar 
to us, we trust that after the growing season, these 
seeds would present to us another view of the botanic 
kingdom.
    After the rainy spring, the fruits and vegetables 
have flourished, but so has the weed. On May 19, 
colleagues of Lingnan Gardeners weeded the growing 
sites on both sides of Wing On Plaza, but leaving 
some small and short ones as well as those that would 
help improve the quality of soil. 
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June 15   Thursday  16:30 – 18:00   LBY G01   
               Viewing of Korean anti-nuclear film “Pandora”
June 22   Thursday  17:30 – 18:30  
               Farming in the evening    
June activities
    The basil seedlings have also come out in 
abundance. Lingnan Gardeners distributed them to 
members and friends for growing at home. Further, 
friends from Tuen Tsz Wai Community Center shared 
their growing experience with us.   
    On May 29, the planter boxes of Lingnan Garden 
that were put aside due to renovation work on the 
ground could finally be moved back. With the help 
of staff from the renovation contractor, the move 
was completed without problems. 
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金 银 花
     金銀花又名忍冬，花初開為白色，後轉為黃色，因此得名金銀花。金銀花對生長環境的
適應性很強，喜陽，耐陰，耐旱，耐寒，每年三月開花，經未開的花蕾採摘後晾乾，是清熱
解毒、驅散風熱的良藥。
     因為金銀花一蒂二花，兩條花蕊探在外，成雙成對，形影不離，似雌雄相伴，所以，它
的花語是“全心全意把愛奉獻給你”。
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      3 月份，彩園曾將自留的蔬菜和作物種子





     經過春天的雨露滋潤，彩園的蔬果都茂盛起














6 月 15 日 週四   16:30-18:00   LBY G01  
彩園觀影會韓國反映核危機電影“潘多拉”
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New look of Lingnan Garden
與溫老師合影
With Professor Wen Tiejun
五月九日，嶺南彩園應邀出席嶺大長者學苑敬師宴。
On May 9, Lingnan Gardeners was invited by the Lingnan 
Elders Academy to a gathering to thank instructors 
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  Basil is an annual herb, widely found around the world. The leaves and stem have a strong 
fragrance of aniseed. It is a popular ingredient for cooking, and can also be used in cold dishes 
or as a seasoning. It also has medicinal effect such as relieving cold symptoms, improving 
circulation and disinfection and detoxing.
Basil
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  On June 8, Australian scholar Charlie Hargroves, 
Harry Carpenter and Daniel Conle visited Lingnan 
Garden. Charlie Hargroves is a member of the 
Living University of Blue Economy (LUBE). “Blue 
Economy” is advocated by ZERI, a foundation 
established by Gunter Pauli. They emphasize 
on the sustainability and innovation of the 
environment, copying from the ecological system 
and learning the ecological wisdom in Nature. 
With such principles as well as a subversive 
mentality, people can transform the problem of 
resource “scarcity” in the mode of production to 
“adequacy”. The interview of Charlie Hargroves 
will be released later.
  On June 15, Lingnan Gardeners organized the 
filming of Korean disaster movie “Pandora”, 
a story built on the Fukushima disaster. The 
message is that people should not simply enjoy 
the convenience of nuclear power and forget 
about the enormous damage it could bring about 
any time.
  The planters in Lingnan Garden have now been 
brought back to the original site but the growing 
season is already past. To restore the poor 
conditions of the plants due to renovation work 
on campus, on June 22-23 Master Yan Xiaohui led 
the team to till the soil, remove weeds and planted 
in season vegetables such as morning glory and 
red Chinese Spinach (tricolor amaranth) and so 
on. The two dragon fruit plants that had not borne 
fruit in the last three years actually bloomed 
this year amidst the adverse circumstances of 
renovation work. 
   July 4 – 6, Lingnan Gardeners, Cultural Studies 
Department of Lingnan University and the Global 
University for Sustainability will co-organize the 
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       羅勒，也有人稱之為“九層塔”、“金不換”，是一年生的草本植物，廣泛分佈於世界
各地。它的葉與莖都有著濃烈的茴香味，是最普遍的食材配料和香料，可以用於涼拌菜和調
味料。此外，羅勒還有疏風解表、行氣活血、解毒消腫的功效。




    6 月 8 日， 澳 洲 學 者 Charlie Hargroves, 
Harry Carpenter 和 Daniel Conle 參 觀 彩 園。
CharlieHargroves 是藍色經濟生計大學（LUBE）







     Charlie Hargroves 的採訪會於稍後公佈， 敬
請留意。








    酷暑來襲，彩園種植箱剛恢復原貌，卻也錯
過了很多蔬菜的種植季。為了讓彩園盡快恢復因










     7 月 4-6 日，嶺南彩園與嶺南大學文化研究
系等結構合作舉辦“第四屆南南論壇”，詳情
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  Dragon Fruit originally grew in tropical desert regions in Central America and were later 
introduced to Asia. It earned its name from the peel that looks like scales on the skin of 
dragons. Dragon Fruit has some nutrients that are rarely found in other plants, such as 
anthocyanidin and botanic protein. As such it has very good health effects like anti-aging and 
slimming. Since the flowers of Dragon Fruit have a strong fragrance and only bloom at night 
then wither in the morning, its flower language is the “Night Fairy”.
Flowers of Dragon Fruit
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  On 6 July 2017, the Fourth South South 
Forum on Sustainability began as scheduled, 
organized by Lingnan University Department 
of Cultural Studies, Asian Regional Exchange 
for New Alternatives, and Global University 
for Sustainability. Lingnan Gardeners was 
co-organizer and supported and assisted in 
organization and coordination. 
  The theme of the Forum was “Asia in the 21st 
Century: Challenges for Peoples and Movements”. 
Close to 40 scholars and social movement leaders 
from Korea, Japan, Philippines, China, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, India and USA were invited to attend. 
The Global University would be editing and 
releasing video recordings of the Forum sessions. 
Please click the following link to watch. 
http://our-global-u.org/oguorg/en/the-fourth-south-
south-forum-on-sustainability-4- 6-july-2017-2/
  The hot summer has been very testing for the 
plants in the Lingnan Garden, and typhoon is an 
even bigger challenge. Typhoon Hato that struck 
Hong Kong, Macau and Guangdong on August 23 
had caused substantial damage and casualties in 
the region, even deaths. Then followed Typhoon 
Pakhar to add to the damage.
 In Lingnan Garden, some bamboo racks for 
climbing plants collapsed, the maize fell… still it 
was not a major loss. Preventive measures had 
been taken before the typhoons came, and the 
plants had already taken root firmly in the soil and 
attached themselves tightly to the racks. As such 
they managed to withstand the onslaught of strong 
wind and rain. Perhaps that is Nature’s mechanism 
of self-defense. 
Activities
Saturday, September 30  2:30-4:30 pm: Talk 
on Ecology 
  Topic: “Global Warming: a Threat to Human 
Existence” (in Cantonese)
  Speaker: Master Lai Sai Foon (President of Hong 
Kong Academy on Confucianism)    
  Location: Lingnan University MBG 07
Tuesday, October 3, 7.00-9.00pm   Join us in 
Lingnan Gardeners’ tradition of celebrating the 
Mid-Autumn Festival at the Wonderland (between 
LBY and LKK), bring food, lanterns and family!
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       火龍果原產於巴西等中美洲熱帶沙漠地區，後引入亞洲，因其外表像蛟龍的鱗片而得名。
火龍果含有其他植物少有的花青素和植物性蛋白，具有很好抗衰老、減肥、預防便秘的作用。
       除了果實可以使用，火龍果花也可清炒或涼拌食用，曬乾後還可以泡茶，口感勝過菊花。








      當炙熱的天氣考驗著彩園植物的同時，颱風























10 月 3 日週二下午 7：00-9：00 中秋迎月會帶上
家人、朋友和美食，與我們共度佳節吧 !
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Night Fairy – Dragon Fruit
大會剪影






報名電話：26167671 / 7672  92373911






    香港儒學會為一學術文化團體，以弘揚中國文化、振興儒學、促進家庭及社會和睦為宗旨。舉凡有關詩文欣賞、文學創作、文藝座談、
國學研習、專題講座及學術交流等，皆為本會積極推行之活動。會員均為中國文化愛好者。
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  Wisteria is endemic to East Asia, and highly adaptive to both cold and warm climate. When 
in full bloom, with bunches of flowers hanging among the vines, it looks extraordinarily 
glamorous. Different species come in different colours, the most common being white and 
violet. It can be used as food, and tasty whether deep-fried, steamed or as salad. Further, it is 
also valuable in medicinal use and environmental use. There are also multiple meanings, live 
for love, die for love, blessed moments with devotion, and so on.
Wisteria
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  On 30 September, the Cultural Studies 
Department, Office of Service Learning, 
and Lingnan Gardeners jointly organized a 
presentation by Mr Lai Sai Foon from The Hong 
Kong Confucianism Society on “Global Warming: 
a Threat to Human Survival?”, discussing the 
issue of environmental pollution and possible 
solutions with dozens of Lingnan students and 
teachers, as well as fans of I-Ching (Book of 
Change). Mr Lai believes that the ecological crisis 
is inseparable from human desire, and using 
theories from I-Ching, he analyzes in-depth how 
human behavior destroys the ecology. He appeals 
to everyone to reduce the pursuit of desire 
and, instead, work on harmony among heaven, 
earth and human. Those interested can use the 
following link to view the presentation: 
https://youtu.be/g9kHq-UdaHs
   With the start of the new term, the Service 
Learning Campus Farming Course offered by 
Lingnan Gardeners welcomed 25 new students, 
as well as 5 elderly friends. For this term, Mr Yan 
Xiaohui has designed the course to focus more 
on practical work, giving more time to students 
to touch the soil and experience the cultivation 
process. Although the work is hard and heavy, the 
students have shown great enthusiasm and energy, 
much to the appreciation of the teacher and the 
elderly friends.
   Lingnan Gardeners has received a gift of decades-
old benches from the Chinese Rhenish Church via 
Doctor Ip Man Ho. Part of these have been given 
over to the students of Service-Learning to engage 
in the “Carpentry Workshop” project to make 
stools to be placed in Lingnan Garden.
  On 3 October, the annual Mid-Autumn Festival 
celebration took place. As in previous years, 
preparation started in earnest in the afternoon. 
By evening, more than 30 colleagues and 
students came with their families, bringing all 
kinds of food. Everyone had a good time chatting, 
catching up with one another and sharing their 
thoughts and learning. The children ran around 
happily, lanterns in hand, and made new friends 
in no time.
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10 November, Friday, 12:30-14:00 Lunch 
gathering on the occasion of the final class 
for farming students, all are welcome to bring 
food and drinks for sharing, and to enjoy fresh 
organic vegetables from Lingnan Garden
13 November, Monday, 10:00-12:30, ADG18, 
Council Chamber, Seminar on “Blue Economy 
and Gift Economy” with Ms Nuria Costa from 
Mexico and Ms Tang Lifang from Taiwan 
(jointly organized by Lingnan Gardeners and 
Global University for Sustainability)
21 November, Tuesday, 17:30-20:30, MBG19 
Screening of Korean film “A Taxi Driver” (with 
English and Chinese subtitles), followed by 
commentary and discussion in Cantonese 
by Professor Lau Kin Chi and Mr Cyrus Ng 
(Cultural Studies student)
9 December, Saturday, 9:30-13:30, AM306 Do 
it Yourself Pizzas, Quota: 20.
21 December, Thursday, 8:30-10:30 Every 
year, Lingnan Gardeners offer lucky draw 
presents for the Annual Lingnan Staff 
Christmas Party. Please come help harvest 
and package the presents, for all in Lingnan 
University to enjoy products from this 
commons!
Coming Activities：
   On 7 December, Lingnan Gardeners will 
be presenter at the Teaching and Learning 
Innovation Expo at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. 
   On 11 December, Lingnan Gardeners will be 
presenter in a poster exhibition at “Excellent 
Teachers on Teaching Excellence 2017 
Symposium” at the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University.     
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嶺 南 彩 園
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紫藤花
       紫藤又名藤蘿，原產於東亞地區，對冷熱氣候都有極強適應性。紫藤花一串串懸掛於藤蔓之間，
繁盛時景象更為驚艷。不同品種的紫藤花的顏色不盡相同，最常見的是紫白色，可以食用，炸、蒸、
涼拌都很味美。


























      孩子們除了享受美食時才安坐桌前，其餘時
間都在一起玩燈籠、捉迷藏、相互玩樂，不用一會，
就成了無話不說的好朋友。
       天色漸晚，孩子們陸續地被家長拉回家休息，
彩園逐漸恢復平靜，只有朦朦的月亮與它共話桑
梓。
      新學期伊始，彩園的農耕課程迎來了新同學。




     期間，校長帶領記者參觀彩園，並與同學交
流種植心得。






    特別要提的是，禮賢會九龍堂的葉文浩醫生
聯絡彩園同事，將淘汰的有幾十年歷史的實木凳
子送與彩園，彩園將一些提供給服務研習新項目









能找到這 8 棵已培苗 3 年的土沉香樹嗎？







11 月 10 日，週五 , 12:30-14:00，同學耕種學
習要結業啦，彩園邀請你與他們一起共進午餐。
11 月 13 日，週一 , 10:00-12:30， ADG18 彩園
與全球大學合作，邀請墨西哥的 Nuria Costa 女
士和台灣的唐麗芳女士做“藍色經濟與禮物經濟”
講座（英語）
11 月 21 日， 週 二 , 17:30-20:30, MBG19《 逆
權司機》電影欣賞（中英文字幕），之後由劉健
芝老師和伍麒匡同學作評論交流（廣東話）
12 月 9 日，週六，9:30-13:30，AM306  想自
己學習製作美味披薩？那還想什麼，快快報名！
名額只有 20 個！





    12 月 7 日， 嶺南彩園將出席由香港中文大
學主辦的教學創新展覽會。






11 月 3 日，
法 國 經 濟







*You are always welcome to join us!*
歡迎報名成為嶺南彩園農夫 !
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